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</tr>
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</tr>
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<tr>
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<td>International Court of Justice</td>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILC</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>INA</td>
<td>Independent National Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCM</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>NI</td>
<td>Northern Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NI Act</td>
<td>Northern Ireland Act 1998 (UK)</td>
</tr>
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Executive Summary

Brexit significantly disrupts the current human rights framework in the UK and Ireland. This disruption will affect both substantive human rights provisions and the structures that support their operation. The impact of this disruption upon Northern Ireland’s unique international, constitutional and human rights infrastructure demands particular attention.

Several contextual factors are significant in understanding the current human rights framework, the risk factors of Brexit, and the steps necessary to prevent the diminution of rights. The Good Friday/Belfast Agreement, the Human Rights Act, the Common Travel Area and the Northern Ireland Act provide the main international and domestic imperatives for human rights provision in Northern Ireland that will remain post Brexit. These, coupled with EU goals and values, which are heavily based in human rights language, had created an interdependent system of rights and remedies. One piece of this complex tapestry, EU law, will now be removed or significantly modified.

The Phase 1 Joint Report includes language on citizen’s rights – with a single reference to human rights – and specifically refers to preventing diminution of rights. Nonetheless the EU (Withdrawal) Bill, the specifics of devolution following the repatriation of EU competences, the content of the Withdrawal Agreement and the future – if any – trade deal leaves key human rights issues unanswered and in some instances, creates new problems. For instance, the potential for nine categories of residents in Northern Ireland establishes a particularly burdensome administrative system that will be difficult for all individuals to comprehend and access effectively to ensure continued and enhanced human rights protection.

The Good Friday/Belfast Agreement envisaged ongoing membership of the EU. While the GFA does not prevent Brexit, to ensure ongoing compliance with its terms and the sustainability of the ECHR-plus system in Northern Ireland and Ireland, the UK and Irish Government must ensure sustained dialogue with the political parties, human rights bodies and civil society organisations in Northern Ireland. Sustained GFA proofing of all international and domestic legal changes should be conducted. The Irish Government should also seek an Interpretative Declaration from the UK to ensure its ongoing implementation of the GFA. The Phase 1 Report para 53 specifically states that there is to be no diminution of rights in Northern Ireland. A Northern Ireland Bill of Rights would ensure that para 53 is fully implemented.

The Common Travel Area has long provided a safety value to ensure that movement of people between Britain and Ireland for any purpose remains relatively straightforward. All parties agree that this should continue. Nonetheless in a period of considerable legal change the CTA must be put on a more assured footing. At present, it is a mix of legislation, statutory instruments, limited treaties and practice. Currently, the EU provides further certainty as it guarantees many equivalent rights. Now that this will end, it will be essential to place the CTA on a treaty footing to secure family, resident, welfare, social, political and civil rights continue.

The Phase 1 Report will create up to nine categories of residents in Northern Ireland. This ought to be reconsidered in the context of reciprocity and equivalence, and greatly simplified. Without alteration, uncertainty as to an individual’s ability to live, work, access essential services, and be joined by family members will exist. Such categorisations may also have a
chilling effect on access to services and could lead to economic hardship for those uncertain of their rights. The practical nature of non-diminution of rights and its implications need to be made explicit, and should include guarantees that the people of Northern Ireland with Irish citizenship will be entitled to full and evolving access to EU citizenship rights and opportunities. Mechanisms to ensure those rights are reflected in UK law as EU standards develop need to be enshrined and practical guidance to all Northern Ireland residents made available.

Cooperative justice arrangements which have become fundamental to cross-border policing in Ireland will be profoundly disrupted by Brexit. The UK stands to be locked out of arrangements covering the cross-border transfer of suspects in criminal cases, prisoner transfers, data and information sharing and the work of the EU’s coordinating Agencies. The negotiation of any replacement arrangements to take effect post-Brexit must be focused on the need to ensure equivalent safeguards for fundamental rights and judicial oversight mechanisms.

How Irish EU citizens in Northern Ireland are represented in the EU democratic institutions will be of critical importance after Brexit. Ireland should consider extending the franchise in EU Parliamentary elections to those individuals resident in NI who are not only granted EU citizenship but are also entitled to exercise those rights. This would prevent the creation of a democratic deficit within the European Parliament.

The EU (Withdrawal) Bill will impact on the competences of the Northern Ireland Assembly, specifically under section 6(2)(d) of the Northern Ireland Act 1998. This needs to be examined in detail in the context of the GFA and human rights guarantees, particularly if the Northern Ireland Assembly continues to be suspended.

The Phase 1 Report’s favourable language toward PEACE and INTERREG funding to continue to assist Northern Ireland and the border regions in their recovery as part of the ongoing peace process is important in preventing economic hardship. Nonetheless, the impact of the loss of the Common Agricultural Policy on the farming and agri-food sector and the potential for economic hardship needs to be seriously reflected upon and systems put in place by the UK to prevent reduced living standards. While estimates of the impact of Brexit on the UK economy and Northern Ireland vary, the more uncertainty that subsists around residential status and frontier workers, the greater the impact is likely to be.
Summary of Recommendations

1. Ireland should accord particular importance to human rights concerns in its discussions with EU partners regarding post-Brexit Northern Ireland.

2. The Irish Government should seek assurances from the UK Government that any changes to UK domestic law will maintain human rights reciprocity and equivalence under the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement.

3. The UK, EU and Ireland should ameliorate the economic hardships for the farming and agri-food sector that will result from Northern Ireland’s loss of the Common Agricultural Policy.

4. The Irish and UK Governments should re-evaluate the role of the North/South Ministerial Council, which is specifically tasked under the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement with examining EU policy and programmes.

5. The UK Parliament should amend the EU (Withdrawal) Bill to retain the Charter within UK law as a clear expression of the rights which apply to retained EU law as a whole and which, as such, safeguard compliance with the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement’s requirement of rights equivalence in Ireland and Northern Ireland.

6. The UK Parliament should amend clauses 5 and 7 of the EU (Withdrawal) Bill to retain in Northern Ireland law any provision of EU law of relevance to the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement’s requirement of rights equivalence and to exclude such provisions from the ambit of the UK Government’s Henry VIII powers under the Bill.

7. The IHREC and NIHRC should institute a system of joint periodic review of human rights protection in Northern Ireland and Ireland with the aim of drawing attention to potential breaches of the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement’s requirement of rights equivalence.

8. The Irish Government should support the inclusion of extensive human rights clauses in a UK-EU Trade Agreement and Withdrawal Agreement to ensure that reciprocal and equivalent rights protections are maintained in Ireland and Northern Ireland post Brexit.

9. A Common Travel Area Treaty should be negotiated between the UK and Ireland to prevent incremental changes to the Common Travel Area’s operation and to give UK and Irish citizens assurances as to their status and continued access to social, education, democratic, health and welfare rights.

10. Assurances should be sought from the UK regarding its proposed checking of immigration status when individuals seek to access services. In particular, attention should be paid to the impact on the Irish border and the chilling effect upon migrants accessing essential services or reporting crime to the police.

11. The IHREC should closely assess the impact of Common Travel Area developments upon Irish women travelling to Britain to access abortion services. Particular attention should be paid to any new barriers to accessing services and to resultant economic hardship.
12. The Irish and UK Governments should clarify through the Withdrawal Agreement, whether non-Irish citizens will have full continuing EU rights in Northern Ireland (including the freedom to provide services to all EU member states from Northern Ireland). The Phase 1 Report proposes to afford Irish EU citizens’ significantly greater rights than other EU citizens.

13. Ireland should consider extending the franchise in EU Parliamentary elections to Irish EU citizens in Northern Ireland.

14. Parties to the negotiations should clarify the parameters of ‘regulatory alignment’ to prevent a no-deal scenario producing economic hardship in Ireland and Northern Ireland.

15. The Irish Government should undertake and publish a study of WTO rules on trade in services and the external EU border to assess the economic hardship potentially resultant from a no-deal scenario and to enable mitigating action to be taken.

16. Parties to the negotiations should reflect on the prudence of creating at least nine categories of residents and rights in Northern Ireland. In particular, attention to avoiding the divisiveness of the categories and ensuring simplicity and equivalence of rights is required.

17. The IHREC, NIHRC, and Irish Government should clarify the Withdrawal Agreement’s position on individuals in Northern Ireland who are not Irish citizens. This clarification should include the effects of automatic versus claimed Irish citizenship upon EU rights.

18. Public authorities in Ireland and Northern Ireland should undertake an extensive public information campaign on rights entitlements following Brexit.

19. The UK Government should commit in the Withdrawal Agreement to preserving the common set of entitlements for all Irish citizens (whether linked to Northern Ireland or not), in order to avoid significant administrative/definitional issues.

20. The IHREC, NIHRC, and Irish Government should seek explicit guarantees that the people of Northern Ireland with Irish citizenship will be entitled to full and evolving EU citizenship rights and opportunities. This will entail working with the UK to develop mechanisms to ensure those rights are reflected in UK law as EU standards develop.

21. The UK and EU should clarify whether the five-year residency period can be accrued after Brexit day and whether permanent residency can be sought on EU terms on the basis of such accrued residency.

22. The Irish Government, EU institutions and member states, the IHREC and the NIHRC should seek assurances from the UK on the treatment of individuals not covered by citizens’ rights or the Common Travel Area following Brexit.

23. The Irish Government should work with the UK on an ongoing basis to ensure clarity regarding post-Brexit immigration rules as far in advance of Brexit as possible.

24. Alongside its EU counterparts, the Irish Government should apply pressure to the UK not to apply different rules to EU citizens from different countries post Brexit.
25. The Irish Government and Northern Ireland authorities should immediately provide information for Cross Border job centre advisors to avoid economic hardship as a result of the Withdrawal Agreement.

26. The Irish Government should agree with the UK to allow gaps in employment of longer than six months for Frontier Workers, especially those living proximate to the border.

27. The Irish Government should work with EU partners to ensure people in durable relationships on Brexit day are treated in a manner equivalent to those who are married or in a registered partnership by the Withdrawal Agreement.

28. The Irish Government and Northern Ireland authorities should ensure full information is provided to those in doubt about their rights as a family member.

29. The UK and Ireland should, as a matter of urgency and before Brexit, clarify and enshrine within treaty and domestic law the Common Travel Area understanding of EHIC-equivalent healthcare.

30. Ireland should negotiate with the UK and the EU for the extension of EHIC-equivalent healthcare for Non-Irish EU citizens arriving in NI after Brexit to facilitate cross-border travel.

31. All parties to the negotiations should ensure that the replacement of the European Arrest Warrant provides for adequate judicial oversight mechanisms which take account of developing EAW jurisprudence, maintains comparable standards of rights protections, and excludes discretion over the transfer of a country’s citizens.

32. The UK and Ireland should prepare, as a contingency in the event of no replacement EAW being negotiated, legislation to be passed ahead of Brexit to reform the arrangements currently in force under the Extradition Act 2003 (UK) and European Arrest Warrant Act 2003 (Ireland).

33. The UK and Irish Governments should seek to clarify the status and rights of each other’s citizens within their respective criminal justice systems, in particular with regard to post-sentence deportation, and to reflect such an agreement in domestic legislation.

34. The staff base and remit of the Joint Agency Task Force should be expanded to sustain collaborative cross-border investigations post Brexit.

35. The UK and Irish Governments should consider whether the Common Travel Area should make allowance for police involved in ‘hot pursuit’ situations, as provided for under the Schengen Acquis.

36. The IHREC, NIHRC and Irish Government should seek assurances on the extent of the UK’s non-diminution obligation, and whether it includes the continuing incorporation of EU human rights instruments, in order to safeguard the GFA’s equivalence requirements.

37. The UK and EU should clarify the territorial extent and range of rights holders covered by the Phase 1 Report’s non-diminution of rights agreement.
38. The UK and EU should clarify the Phase 1 Report’s non-diminution guarantee’s application to remedies and access to EU agencies.

39. The UK and EU should agree that the UK will retain membership or associate membership of EU human rights institutions post Brexit.

40. The UK, EU and Ireland should take steps to support civil society across the island of Ireland, including significant new streams of funding, additional fora for consultation, and additional protections for those individuals engaged in such activism.

41. The IHREC and NIHRC should seek clarity from the UK Government regarding the monitoring arrangements in Northern Ireland which will cover rights beyond citizen/residency rights.

42. The UK and Irish Governments should consult civil society organisations before the creation of new monitoring bodies.

43. The UK, EU and Ireland should clarify how the new ‘Independent National Authority’ will interact with existing human rights bodies established under the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement.

44. The NIHRC and UK Government should undertake a detailed study of how the EU (Withdrawal) Bill will impact on the competences of the Northern Ireland Assembly, specifically under section 6(2)(d) of the Northern Ireland Act. This is especially important while the Assembly remains inoperative.

45. The UK Government, under the scrutiny of Northern Ireland civil society, should ensure that all Northern Ireland political parties are consulted regarding Brexit on an equal basis, with no one party having a veto.

46. The UK and Irish Governments should revisit the NIHRC’s draft proposals on a Northern Ireland Bill of Rights as way of preventing a diminution of rights in the Brexit process.

47. As a guarantor of the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement, the Irish Government should seek an Interpretative Declaration from the UK to ensure the ongoing and good faith implementation of the Agreement.

48. The Irish Government should keep the possibility of international law accountability for any breaches of the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement by the UK under review.

49. The Irish Government should push for the continuation of PEACE and INTERREG funding to continue to assist Northern Ireland border regions in their recovery as part of the peace process.

50. The Irish Government and UK Government should plan to make up any shortfall of PEACE and INTERREG funds resultant from the reduction or non-continuation of those schemes.
1. Introduction

This Report examines the impact of the United Kingdom’s exit from the European Union (Brexit) upon human rights and equality issues. Brexit will significantly re-orientate both Northern Ireland’s (NI’s) established human rights structures and the inter-connected human rights’ infrastructure and relationships across Ireland and the UK. Although the completion of Phase 1 of the Brexit negotiations provided some clarity, many human rights issues remain unresolved. Even as the shape of Brexit becomes increasingly apparent in the context of the Phase 2 negotiations, in the specific context of human rights on the island of Ireland seemingly straightforward decisions can have undesirable side effects. At issue are complex and inter-leaving legal provisions emerging from international law, EU law, international and domestic human rights law, UK and Irish Constitutional law and NI’s peace process. In this context, human rights protection is uniquely susceptible to retrogression. This Report maps the implications of the emerging Brexit settlement for the protection and enforcement of human rights and equality on the island of Ireland.

Brexit will result in the removal of a significant element of the UK’s legal infrastructure. The embedding of over 40 years of EU law into the UK’s constitutional and legal structure exacerbates its potential for negative human rights implications. Three elements complicate the process of extricating the UK from the EU without a diminution of rights. The first of these elements is the broad spread of rights – economic, political, social, cultural, environmental, employment, etc., spread through the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights (EU CFR), EU Treaties, EU regulations and directives, as well as judgments of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU). The second is the nature of devolution in NI under UK constitutional law. And the third is the functioning of the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement (GFA) as a bilateral treaty and peace settlement.

Although the UK Government is eager to ensure that the EU’s legal safeguards for fundamental rights will be removed from the UK legal order on Brexit, constraints remain upon the UK’s freedom of action, including significant international obligations such as the GFA, the continuation of the Common Travel Area (CTA), the UK’s membership of the Council of Europe, and the UK’s international human rights obligations. Other constraints may emerge during negotiations, including the insertion of human rights provisions into the ultimate Withdrawal Agreement and/or the subsequent trade deal between the UK and the EU. But the disruption to current rights protections will remain profound; existing citizenship and residency rights will be significantly altered for some NI residents, while for others existing rights might be largely unchanged (provided that the UK reaffirms its existing commitments).

Brexit creates significant risks for human rights in Ireland. It potentially threatens the continuation of the CTA, the GFA’s requirement for equivalence of rights in both parts of the island of Ireland, the erosion of existing human rights protections based entirely or partially in EU law, the existence of the current official human rights bodies, the establishment of new categories of rights holders, economic recession (with consequent impacts upon standards of living and socio-economic rights), and the removal of employment and social protections. These risks would be heightened in the context of a ‘no-deal Brexit’ or a ‘Hard Brexit’, which
also requires an analysis of the impact of World Trade Organisation (WTO) rules on rights protection.

We remain in period of flux. Although the end of Phase 1 and the Joint Report which followed gives a certain level of clarity that has hitherto been absent, much remains to be negotiated and the binding nature of the Phase 1 Report varies across its content. Although the prospect of a no-deal Brexit has receded the potential for regression and divergence remains. Moreover, certain elements of the Report will have consequences which have yet to be fully understood. The Report creates multiple categories rights holder in Great Britain (GB) but, illustrating the complexities which could emerge during Phase 2, an even more bewildering array of categories stand to apply in NI. The EU (Withdrawal) Bill which is currently before the UK Parliament also generates a knot of unresolved issues. It indicates the general approach of the UK Government toward some human rights and NI-specific issues, but provides little detail on the post-Brexit landscape (which remains to be determined at a future date by ministerial action pursuant to sweeping new powers).

This Report maps the human rights issues which must remain at the forefront of negotiations between the EU and the UK and of discussions between Dublin, Belfast and London as the post-Brexit legal landscape is negotiated and established. It provides in turn a discussion of the CTA and the differences between its operation and EU rights, and an evaluation of how the creation of multiple categories of ‘citizen’ and ‘resident’ will impact upon identities and rights protections in Ireland and the UK. It thereafter assesses the new institutional human rights landscape, the impact of Brexit on justice and policing and the role of the GFA’s human rights obligations (which remain in full force irrespective of Brexit). The Report closes with an assessment of both the risks of diminution of rights in the context of Brexit and the possibilities for strengthening human rights protection. The remainder of this chapter introduces the legal context in which Brexit negotiations operate, highlighting particular issues which will be tackled in detail in the following chapters.

**Phase 1 Report from the EU Negotiators and the UK Government**

The Phase 1 Report\(^1\) is a joint document between the UK and the EU and the prominence of NI in its terms reflects the EU’s focus in the initial phase of negotiations. This provisional agreement is not a Treaty, as is made clear by para 5, which maintains that ‘nothing is agreed until everything is agreed’, although with regard to NI the parties accept that certain elements of this deal are binding even if Brexit negotiations as a whole collapse.

The language of para 5 reflects several different elements of the Withdrawal negotiations. First, it adopts the contemporary form of trade negotiations at the WTO and trade negotiations more generally. Trade deals are now often premised upon acceptance of full packages by all parties or no deal. A final full deal is also the basis on which new membership of the EU operates. This language maintains the possibility of a Hard or no-deal Brexit.

Beyond specific provisions applicable to NI the Report as a whole is not legally binding under the terms of Article 50 of the Treaty of the European Union (TEU) or under the Vienna

---

Convention on the Law of Treaties 1969 (VCLT). It could, at most, be described as having ‘mixed obligations’ given the binding provisions applicable to NI. Nonetheless, the general principle of *pacta sunt servanda* and Article 26 of the VCLT requires the UK to enter Article 50 negotiations in good faith (this is also a general principle recognised in EU law). A further practical consideration is that the process of unilaterally rescinding on pledges would result in a significant loss in international reputation, meaning that neither the UK nor the EU is likely to readily abandon the content of the Report unless by mutual agreement in further negotiations.

Para 46 of the Report is the most significant NI-specific commitment. The principles agreed in this section have primacy over any subsequent agreements between the UK and the EU. Even though all contents of the Report are noted as subject to further negotiation in para 5, para 46 suggests that the Irish border solution is subject to ‘unique’ treatment within negotiations. Immediately after the publication of the Report, the UK Government appeared equivocal as to whether it regarded the NI-specific commitments as binding. Nonetheless, following statements by the Irish Government, the EU negotiating team and the EU Parliament, it appears that all parties now agree that these particular sections are not open to renegotiation, but merely to the fleshing out of specific content under their terms. This is significant, as other parts of the Report with human rights implications remain open to negotiation and clarification, and some of the NI-specific commitments in this regard remain open to conflicting interpretations.

Paragraphs 10 to 16 of the Report directly impact upon EU, Irish and UK citizenship rights post Brexit. The proposals set out in these paragraphs will result in the creation of at least nine different combinations of NI residents, with differing rights:

1) Irish citizen (no UK citizenship)
2) UK citizen (no Irish citizenship)
3) Dual Irish-UK citizen (no NI connection)
4) Dual Irish-UK citizen (part of the ‘people of NI’)
5) Non-UK citizen who is entitled to Irish citizenship (e.g. USA)
6) Non-Irish EU
7) Non-EU, Non-UK
8) ‘Worker’ in Ireland with EU/UK citizenship
9) ‘Worker’ in UK with EU/UK citizenship

The implications of these categories for human rights protection and equivalence will be explored further below but the variety of human rights protection requires detailed consideration as the hierarchy of rights protection that may emerge could be substantial. Para 40 outlines the creation of a new ‘independent national authority’ (INA) to deal with EU citizens’ complaints (for those resident pre-Brexit). How this will operate in practice and its relationship with the UK Court system and existing human rights bodies remains to be elaborated upon.

A significant concession in the NI context is para 52 which guarantees that NI residents holding Irish passports or who are entitled to them will continue to enjoy EU citizenship through their Irish citizenship and will continue to be permitted to exercise those rights as far as is practicable. This marks a significant departure for the EU as residence within an EU member
state is normally a requirement to exercise most EU rights (the implications of this provision will be addressed in Chapter 3).

Para 36 requires that the final Withdrawal Agreement covering provisions on citizenship rights will be implemented in the UK in an Act of Parliament which enjoys constitutionally significant status. Given the concerns regarding the protections included within the EU (Withdrawal) Bill currently before Parliament this provision will be of critical importance in shaping human rights in the UK post Brexit (addressed in Chapter 2). Para 36 requires that a final Withdrawal Agreement will have full force within UK domestic law and as an international agreement binding upon the EU institutions and EU27, albeit the dispute settlement process applicable to these arrangements remains to be negotiated.

Paras 42 to 56 of the Report addressed NI specifically. These provisions confirm the importance, practical application and evolution of the GFA since 1998. Para 44 re-affirms the significance of consent under the GFA, which may become important should the Withdrawal Agreement result in a change of ‘status’ for NI and democratic rights need to be asserted. Given that the EU framework will no longer apply to NI post Brexit, paras 47-48 reaffirms the importance of North-South co-operation. Paras 49-50 set out the methods by which a hard border will be avoided, with much depending on the scope of ‘regulatory alignment’ under these provisions in terms of rights protection (addressed in Chapter 6).

Para 53 states that there will be ‘[n]o diminution of rights’ post Brexit. This provision appears to envisage human rights institutions on the island stepping into the void left by the EU and thus safeguarding human rights standards. It implies, though it does not explicitly state, that NI at least will maintain not only the protections secured by the incorporation into NI law of the ECHR under the Human Rights Act 1998 (HRA), but also under the EU CFR as it applies to any aspect of retained EU law. The development of a bespoke NI Bill of Rights may therefore become a necessity should the rest of the UK seek to depart from these standards. The broader application of para 53 to the remainder of the UK is unclear. This is the only mention of human rights in the Phase 1 Report, with all other provisions referring to ‘citizens’ rights’. This linguistic difference is of particular significance due to the potential divergence between EU citizens’ rights who take up residency in either part of the island of Ireland post Brexit.

Para 54 enables the CTA exception under EU law to continue and agrees to the UK’s use of internal checks to police migration through, for example, banks, landlords, social security offices or NHS access points rather than through infrastructure at the NI/Ireland border. Such arrangements could, however, create significant access problems for EU citizens and produce a chill factor impacting upon their economic and health rights (addressed in Chapter 3).

The Phase 1 Report also states that the parties will give positive consideration of continued PEACE and INTERREG funding for NI, which is of significance to the NI economy. Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) payments, however, are not covered and the UK has only guaranteed continued payments at the current level until 2020. The subsequent economic impact on the farming community and the potential for economic hardship is therefore a significant risk. Para 87-93, although not specific to NI, will impact upon many of its people and businesses.

---

Of these provisions, para 93 is of particular significance to NI in that it outlines, in the briefest of terms, the parties’ aspirations for the continuation of Police and Judicial Cooperation.

Human rights principles infuse many of the EU’s activities, and so it is no surprise that they are addressed in the Phase 1 Report, in its unmitigated endorsement of the GFA arrangements. The Report supports the GFA’s provisions in four respects. First, it frames the entirety of the Ireland and NI section in terms of protecting all the parts of the GFA and the ‘totality of the relationships set out in the Agreement’. Second, it repeats the language of the GFA in the guarantees it makes, thereby re-inscribing rather than rewriting its protections. Third, it goes beyond technical, text-based, or formalistic interpretations of the GFA’s meaning, to extend its concern to the safeguarding of the ‘practical application’ of the Agreement. Fourth, the UK and the EU agree that EU law and practice have contributed to fulfilling the GFA’s rights requirements, and that ‘[t]he United Kingdom commits to ensuring no diminution of rights’ following Brexit.

The at-best partially binding nature of the Phase 1 Report and the varied level of detail contained therein mean that a definitive description of post-Brexit human rights is impossible. However, it does set out the context in which human rights will be negotiated over the next year and their enforcement into the transition period. Phase 2 negotiations will have a much broader remit albeit the three-fundamental issues that formed Phase 1 – the financial settlement, citizenship rights and NI – will remain core features. The EU Commission has recommended that NI remains a distinct strand of negotiations. New issues that may touch upon human rights concerns include the international treaties that the EU has negotiated that will roll over as UK obligations, security, environmental protection and policing, and the nature of the transition. The Commission has recommended that during the transition period, at least, that UK will continue to be part of the Customs Union and Single Market and be subject to the CJEU, and as such, during this period, human rights provisions should remain stable. The EU is beginning its process of discussing with member states, including Ireland, their priorities in the negotiations with the UK, Ireland should put the maintenance and increase in human rights protections as a core negotiation goal.

The Good Friday/Belfast Agreement

The GFA encompasses two elements; first, the settlement between the parties in NI and, second, a bilateral international treaty between Ireland and the UK. This duality is not unusual in contemporary peace settlements; inter-linked settlements between state and non-state actors are becoming the norm. The GFA’s international legal character is demonstrated by both Governments indexing the bilateral agreement with the UN Treaty Series. The VCLT

---

3 EU-UK Phase 1 Joint Report (n1) para 42.
4 E.g. EU-UK Phase 1 Joint Report (n1) paras 47-48
5 EU-UK Phase 1 Joint Report (n1) para 53.
should therefore be used in GFA’s interpretation.\textsuperscript{8} The GFA expressly recognises the interests of the negotiating parties\textsuperscript{9} and NI’s inhabitants in the fulfilment of its terms, as affirmed by the 1998 referendum.

In its preamble, the GFA also references the membership of the EU by the UK and Ireland and this being an important aspect of their relationship. While the Preamble itself is not binding it does set the context in which the GFA was intended to be understood. The North/South Ministerial Council (NSMC) is also envisaged as body for considering the role of the EU and relevant programmes and for communicating with the EU.\textsuperscript{10} Again, this does not necessarily require that the UK be an EU member state, but it does suggest that any post-Brexit continuation of EU funding programmes will fall within its purview. Although the Phase 1 Report does not reference the NSMC, should such EU programmes continue in NI post Brexit, its role will require further reflection.

The \textit{Agreement Reached in the Multiparty Negotiations} as an annex to the GFA Treaty is as binding as the main text.\textsuperscript{11} The Annex section on ‘Rights, Safeguards and Equality of Opportunity’ affirms a partial catalogue of ‘the civil rights and the liberties of everyone in the community’. Although this account of fundamental rights ‘is purely aspirational as between the political parties’,\textsuperscript{12} it sets the tone for the subsequent provisions which deal with the two governments’ legislative commitments:

The British Government will complete incorporation into Northern Ireland law of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), with direct access to the courts, and remedies for breach of the Convention, including power for the courts to overrule Assembly legislation on grounds of inconsistency.\textsuperscript{13}

The Irish Government will also take steps to further strengthen the protection of human rights in its jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{14}

Under the doctrine of \textit{pacta sunt servanda} contained in Article 26 VCLT, parties are bound to act in good faith throughout negotiation and implementation of a treaty. In this context ‘good faith’ depends upon the ordinary meaning of a treaty’s terms, considered in light of its object and purpose.\textsuperscript{15} To ascertain the object and purpose, parties can use both the wording of a treaty and the preamble and annexes. Other relevant materials include instruments made by one or more of the parties in the course of concluding a treaty (and which are accepted by other parties as related to it). A bad-faith breach of international obligations includes the non-

\textsuperscript{8} Both parties are signatories to the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 1969, (1980) 1155 UNTS 331. Although Ireland did not accede until 2006, by the mid-1990s the Vienna Convention was regarded as reflective of customary international law

\textsuperscript{9} Eight Northern Ireland political parties signed up to the GFA (in order of their then vote-share, the Ulster Unionist Party, the Social Democratic and Labour Party, Sinn Féin, the Alliance Party, the Progressive Unionist Party, the Northern Ireland Women’s Coalition, the Ulster Democratic Party and Labour). The Democratic Unionist Party was the only major Northern Ireland Party to oppose the GFA.

\textsuperscript{10} GFA (n6) section 3, paras 5 and 17.

\textsuperscript{11} GFA (n6) Article 4.

\textsuperscript{12} A. Morgan, \textit{The Belfast Agreement: A Practical Legal Analysis} (Belfast Press, 2000) 376.

\textsuperscript{13} GFA (n6) section 6, para 2.

\textsuperscript{14} GFA (n6) section 6, para 9.

\textsuperscript{15} VCLT (n8) Article 31.
performance of specific treaty terms. This would cover any subsequent abrogation of rights. States cannot invoke changes in the political complexion of the executive or legislative branches of Government, or reforms required by domestic law, to negate their obligation to act in good faith.\(^{16}\) This will include the terms of Brexit and the EU Withdrawal Bill.

The GFA envisions ECHR-plus human rights arrangements for NI. While the repeal of the HRA 1998 has receded from prominence it attained in the UK policy agenda during David Cameron’s premiership, Brexit nonetheless threatens NI’s post-GFA rights arrangements. First, the lock requiring all EU member states must be Council of Europe members and signed up to the ECHR, could be lost. Second, Brexit threatens the rights under EU law which extend beyond the ECHR, including the EU CFR, decisions of the CJEU, treaty rights, regulations and directives. Even if some of these rights are retained, they will no longer have overriding force in UK law, or be able to be used by claimants to ‘disapply’ contrary provisions of Acts of Parliament.\(^{17}\)

The Irish Government committed to ‘ensure at least an equivalent level of protection of human rights as will pertain in Northern Ireland’.\(^{18}\) This issue of is of central import. Under international law the doctrine of reciprocity envisages that a state’s obligations under a treaty are balanced against consequent advantages, an outcome that is mirrored by the obligations upon, and advantages secured by, other state parties. Reciprocity does not require that state parties mirror each other’s actions but rather depends upon whether divergent approaches are proportionate in light of a treaty’s aims.\(^{19}\) The GFA envisages different arrangements for implementation of the ECHR into law in NI and in Ireland. The GFA does not, for example, explicitly call for the ECHR’s incorporation into Irish law, meaning that the existence of some distinctions in the approaches to rights protection within these jurisdictions does not threaten reciprocity, a current example is access to marriage for same-sex couples. The Joint Committee’s advice – as mandated by the GFA\(^{20}\) – relating to a Charter of Rights for the Island of Ireland is also notable for its efforts to map, and demonstrate the complementarities of, human rights protections available across the two jurisdictions.\(^{21}\)

The GFA specifically references the ECHR, and considerable attention is therefore paid to this instrument. Nonetheless, as the EU has identified, the GFA requires equivalence of rights in general across the island, and does not focus solely upon civil and political rights.\(^{22}\) Equivalence could potentially require that at least within NI, some human rights protections directly comparable to the EU CFR be maintained.

A potential breach of the GFA may emerge if a discrepancy arises between those rights that emerge from the EU that are applied in the Republic of Ireland, and those which are available in NI subsequent to Brexit. Post-Brexit it is possible that the UK may choose to lessen its rights

\(^{16}\) VCLT (n8) Article 27.
\(^{17}\) R v Secretary of State for Transport, ex parte Factortame (No. 2) [1991] 1 AC 603.
\(^{18}\) GFA (n6) section 6, para 9.
\(^{20}\) GFA (n6) section 6, para 10.
protections that derive solely from the EU CFR (data protection for instance) thus diminishing equivalence. Post Brexit, the EU could also upscale its rights protections, thereby opening a gap between Ireland and the UK. The most extreme case would involve simultaneous movements towards opposite ends of the spectrum (the EU/Ireland creating more rights, the UK fewer) creating an equivalence gap which could undermine the GFA.

This is a real risk in the context of Brexit; given that the removal of so-called red tape was a prominent justification for Brexit, this poses a long-term risk to workplace rights, gender equality protections, elder law and victims’ rights (even if they are initially retained in UK law through the Withdrawal Bill). Given the current state of flux, it is impossible to determine the extent of this risk but areas of particular concern will be outlined in the following chapters. This Paper will also consider the potential for resolution of this issue through devolution and the inclusion of human rights in the EU-UK Withdrawal Agreement and trade deal. A no-deal Brexit would cause these issues to become of immediate concern, and make their resolution more difficult.

A further concern under the GFA is the principle of consent. Para 44 of the Phase 1 Report reaffirms its importance. Under the heading of ‘Constitutional Issues’ the GFA declares that:

it would be wrong to make any change in the status of Northern Ireland save with the consent of a majority of its people.23

This is re-iterated in section 1 of the NI Act 1998. This is ordinarily interpreted to apply to a ‘border poll’ on the status of NI as part of the UK, and in the Miller case the UK Supreme Court rejected the argument that it required the assent of the people of NI to Brexit.24 Nonetheless, it is arguable that should the constitutional status of NI within the UK change – for instance utilising para 49-50 of the Phase 1 Report to establish a ‘special status’ for NI such as a customs territory – the principle of consent may become operational. Should this occur without, at the very least, the involvement of all the representatives of the communities as defined by the GFA – of particular concern should the Stormont Assembly continue to be non-operational and/or direct rule is established – a change to the constitutional status of NI could be in violation of the GFA.

The GFA provides a break on the removal of the ECHR-plus system as is currently established including rights that emerge from membership of the EU. While Brexit does not necessarily violate the GFA, the consequences which may flow from the negotiation of the UK’s withdrawal, any subsequent trade deal, or resultant changes to the UK rights protections, could violate its terms.

**EU Law and Human Rights**

The EU describes itself as a goal driven and value based organisation in the Lisbon Treaty and the EU CFR. The EU’s goals display a human rights ethic:

- promote peace, its values and the well-being of its citizens;
- offer freedom, security and justice without internal borders;

---

23 GFA (n6) section 6, para. 11.
24 R (Miller) v Secretary for State for Leaving the European Union [2017] UKSC 5.
• sustainable development based on balanced economic growth and price
  stability, a highly competitive market economy with full employment and
  social progress, and environmental protection;
• combat social exclusion and discrimination;
• promote scientific and technological progress;
• enhance economic, social and territorial cohesion and solidarity among
  member countries;
• respect its rich cultural and linguistic diversity;
• establish an economic and monetary union whose currency is the euro.

The values of the EU are equally based within a human rights frame and include human rights
themselves as core organisational values:

• Human Dignity
• Freedom
• Democracy
• Equality
• Rule of Law
• Human Rights

The EU manifests these goals and values in the CFR and across a network of Treaties,
Regulations, Directives and CJEU decisions which make up EU law.\(^25\) This means that EU law
can currently be seen as a source of rights within UK law. Although some of these rights are
mirrored by the ECHR or other international human rights instruments, others are unique to
EU law. The structures of enforceability are also not replicated under other legal
arrangements under UK law. The CFR is intended to complement the ECHR and to provide a
basis for ‘Union law providing more extensive protection’.\(^26\) The ECHR therefore provides a
baseline upon which the Charter provides more extensive protection – a form of ECHR-plus
for the EU. It is a more modern rights document and provides a more principled basis for
dealing with areas of law which have developed since the ECHR was concluded in the 1950s,
such as data protection law. Many of the CFR rights, such as the Right to Asylum, Data
Protection, health care, social security, environmental protection, and equality are extended
and supplemented by regulations, directives and case law. One UK Parliamentary Select
Committee has emphasised that the Charter does at present have direct effect in the UK,
albeit only as it applies to areas which fall within the scope of EU law.\(^27\) This makes the UK’s
plans for the removal of the CFR through the EU (Withdrawal) Bill particularly problematic.

The Lisbon Treaty requires the EU to accede to the ECHR.\(^28\) While the EU has attempted to
accede to the European Convention on Human Rights, in \textit{Opinion 2/13}\(^29\) the CJEU held that

Theory 59.
\(^{26}\) EU CFR, Article 52(3).
\(^{27}\) House of Commons European Scrutiny Committee, \textit{The Application of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights
\(^{28}\) TEU, Article 6(2).
\(^{29}\) Case C-2/13 \textit{Opinion 2/13} [2015] 2 CMLR 21, (Full Court, CJEU).
the EU could not accede to the ECHR on the terms of the Draft Agreement on Accession.\textsuperscript{30} \textit{Opinion 2/13} was driven by a concern that the European Court of Human Rights could establish itself as superior to the CJEU within aspects of its area of competence and which might in some instances be able ‘to take the place of the Court of Justice’.\textsuperscript{31} Notwithstanding \textit{Opinion 2/13}, the CJEU and the European Court of Human Rights continue to develop their inter-relationship through case law. The imperative for the EU to accede to the ECHR remains and a renewed effort will be made to address the requirements of \textit{Opinion 2/13}. The future integration of the EU into the ECHR will undoubtedly impact upon the UK through the development of the Convention.

\textbf{International Trade Law}

One of the outcomes of Brexit will be the UK’s negotiation of multiple trade deals. Some of which, such as joining the Trans-Pacific Partnership, have already been mooted. The EU Withdrawal Agreement will also constitute an international trade deal. The UK will also maintain its membership of the WTO. While increasingly human rights and equality issues are ‘mainstreamed’ into trade negotiations, the negative impact of some trade deals on human rights standards – including food safety standards, environmental standards, standards of living and employment and labour rights – are well documented.\textsuperscript{32} The rise of mega-regionals such as the Trans Pacific Partnership as well as the EU’s negotiation of the Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment Partnership with the United States also raised concerns regarding democratic legitimacy including issues of transparency, accountability and the use of Investment Arbitration Bodies for dispute settlement. While most of these issues will arise post Brexit as the UK begins to negotiate new trade deals, there may be implications for human rights protection in NI. Retrogression/diminution could specifically be at issue. The content and form of the trade deals which follow, for instance, the potential for incorporating human rights protections within them, need consideration as negotiations move forward.

\textbf{International Human Rights Law}

Beyond the ECHR and the EU CFR there are a plethora of international human rights instruments to which the UK and Ireland both subscribe. Within the devolved constitutional structures there is also a possibility for NI to incorporate international human rights protection following the Welsh model on children’s rights. While it would not be possible to fill human rights deficits entirely through international treaties as supervisory mechanisms can sometimes be light-touch, they operate as an additional layer of protection. In particular, the UK should be conscious of an increasing range of UN mechanisms which rely on a prohibition of retrogression.\textsuperscript{33}

The various international reporting mechanisms and quasi-judicial processes also provide a background in which human rights obligations and retrogression/diminution may be monitored. In particular, the Universal Periodic Review will provide a process by which the


\textsuperscript{31} Case C-2/13 (n29) [234].


overarching human rights structure in Ireland and the UK can be reviewed in the context of Brexit.

**Cooperative Justice Arrangements**

The Phase 1 Joint Report does not cover post-Brexit co-operative justice arrangements in any depth, but their shape can largely be determined by the relevant legal constraints contained within EU Law. Measures such as the European Arrest Warrant and prisoner transfer agreements will have to be renegotiated. Other cooperative justice arrangements are largely coordinated under the auspices of three EU agencies; Europol and Eurojust, and eu-LISA. The legal instruments creating these Agencies tie full membership to a country being an EU member state.34

Short of a radical overhaul of these arrangements in EU law, the UK will move from playing a member state role in these key EU agencies and the information/data sharing tools they maintain, to a position of partner state with some degree of agreed access. There are, in such a change, multiple risks to cross-border criminal justice cooperation in Ireland, and in particular, to the GFA’s requirement that the UK Government ensure fair functioning of the NI criminal justice system.35

**Devolution**

The impact of Brexit upon the UK’s devolution arrangements remains unclear. The NI Act 1998 was not enacted in isolation; it was part of a suite of legislation passed by Westminster establishing devolved institutions in Scotland, Wales and NI with their own law-making competence. Although the UK Parliament retained the legal capacity to make law for any of the constituent parts of the UK, a constitutional convention was agreed preventing it from doing so without the consent of the devolved legislatures.36 Such a constitutional convention is not legally binding under the UK’s constitution, but were the UK Parliament to legislate for devolved issues against the wishes of the devolved legislatures, it would amount to a breakdown in the normal functioning of UK governance. When majorities of voters in both Scotland and NI opposed Brexit, the need to deal with the devolved institutions adds an additional complication to Brexit (one which is only partly ameliorated whilst the NI Assembly is inoperative).

Devolution issues were initially relegated to the margins of the EU (Withdrawal) Bill in what amounted to an effort to avoid the need for Legislative Consent Motions (LCM) from the devolved legislatures. The Bill as it currently stands, however, gives new competences to devolved executive actors to make reforms to legislation enacted by the Scottish Parliament, Welsh Assembly and NI Assembly which will be affected by Brexit, and therefore undoubtedly requires a LCM. To avert a potential constitutional crisis, the UK Government must recognise the changed nature of the UK constitution since devolution and reach agreement with the devolved administrations on competence transfers. This necessarily involves restarting NI’s devolution arrangements.

35 GFA (n6) section 6, para 8.
**Retrogression and Diminution**

The guarantee given by the UK in the Phase 1 Joint Report\(^\text{37}\) has variously been described as a guarantee of non-retrogression, non-regression, and of non-diminution. While these terms make similar appeals to the idea of avoiding backwards steps in human rights protections, there are several reasons why the term ‘diminution’ is to be preferred in this context. First, the term used by the Report,\(^\text{38}\) and present in the EU Task Force’s negotiating mandate,\(^\text{39}\) is ‘diminution’. Second, while the principle of non-retrogression is an established idea in international human rights thinking,\(^\text{40}\) it has not previously been used in EU human rights law and there is therefore a danger of drawing upon international principles that are not well suited to the present context. Third, while the non-diminution guarantee is an absolute promise to avoid backwards steps, non-retrogression is a more flexible device which allows backwards steps if they are justified according to a set of criteria.\(^\text{41}\) There is therefore a danger that the non-diminution guarantee is diluted by an association with rules of non-retrogression.\(^\text{42}\)

**Recommendations**

1. Ireland should accord particular importance to human rights concerns in its discussions with EU partners regarding post-Brexit Northern Ireland.

2. The Irish Government should seek assurances from the UK Government that any changes to UK domestic law will maintain human rights reciprocity and equivalence under the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement.

3. The UK, EU and Ireland should ameliorate the economic hardships for the farming and agri-food sector that will result from Northern Ireland’s loss of the Common Agricultural Policy.

4. The Irish and UK Governments should re-evaluate the role of the North/South Ministerial Council, which is specifically tasked under the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement with examining EU policy and programmes.

\(^{37}\) EU-UK Phase 1 Joint Report (n1) para 52.

\(^{38}\) EU-UK Phase 1 Joint Report (n1) para 52.

\(^{39}\) Guiding principles for the Dialogue on Ireland/Northern Ireland (n22) 4.


\(^{41}\) E.g. UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, *General Comment 19: The Right to Social Security (Art. 9 of the Covenant)* (UN Doc E/C12/GC/19 2007) para 42.

\(^{42}\) Notwithstanding this issue of which terminology should be used in the EU context, the UK and Ireland both have obligations under international law to ensure that socio-economic rights standards are not rolled back without adequate justification.
2. Human Rights and the UK’s Withdrawal Legislation

The EU (Withdrawal) Bill 2017-19 began its passage through the UK Parliament in July 2017. The Draft Bill has, to date, been subject to only one significant amendment. The UK Government has nonetheless averted potential amendments to the Bill’s exclusion of the EU CFR from retained EU law and to clarify its relationship with the GFA only by giving assurances regarding the Bill’s terms. With the conclusion of the Phase 1 negotiations, and particularly the Phase 1 Report’s legislative requirements regarding rights, the UK’s withdrawal legislation may need to be reshaped or augmented at a later date.

This chapter evaluates the provisions of the EU (Withdrawal) Bill currently before the UK Parliament as they apply to the EU CFR, and addresses how the Bill’s provisions will affect non-Charter rights. This overview underpins this Report’s assessment of the risks of rights regression in the UK following the implementation of the EU (Withdrawal) Bill (see Chapter 6). This chapter also assesses the implications of the outcome of Phase 1 negotiations for the overall shape of the UK’s withdrawal legislation in the event of both an overall agreement and a ‘no-deal’ Brexit.

The EU (Withdrawal) Bill and the EU Charter for Fundamental Rights

The EU (Withdrawal) Bill is sometimes referred to as the Great Repeal Bill. Indeed, its opening provision will repeal the European Communities Act 1972, the legislation which provides the link by which EU law is recognised as part of domestic law within the UK’s legal systems. But this moniker deliberately underplays the important practical task of the Bill, which is to translate the existing body of EU law into domestic law. If this task is not performed, then yawning gaps will appear in the UK’s legal arrangements post-Brexit (and there is insufficient time and capacity to develop new domestic law to replace existing EU law ahead of the UK’s withdrawal). Once the act of translation has been achieved, the UK Parliament will be able to alter retained law by ordinary legislative processes, with each such change seeing substantive areas of UK law in repatriated competences diverging from the EU model.

This act of translation maintains that, as a general proposition, EU law rights which are recognised in UK law immediately prior to Brexit will ‘continue on and after exit day to be recognised and available in domestic law’. But the idea that withdrawal from the EU will, of itself, change little substantive law would be a difficult sell to supporters of Brexit. This general proposition, therefore, does not extend to the EU CFR. Clause 5 of the EU Withdrawal Bill, as introduced, sought to remove the Charter from UK law and to thereby prevent it from conditioning the application of ‘retained’ areas of EU law following Brexit:

cl.5(4) The Charter of Fundamental Rights is not part of domestic law on or after exit day.

43 EU (Withdrawal) Bill 2017-19, cl. 4(1).
As a result, if this clause becomes law, rights found only in the CFR will be lost to UK domestic law as soon as Brexit takes effect. In short, the EU (Withdrawal) Bill proposals intend to strip away the CFR and the principles contained therein but retain (initially at least) many other substantive elements of EU law. The UK Government is attempting in this legislation to both retain a functioning legal order and sell to its pro-Brexit supporters that it is effecting radical change. One practical difficulty with this approach, however, is that the CFR enunciates principles which underpin areas of current EU law as wide spread as data protection, social rights and cooperative justice arrangements. The UK Government has long sought to downplay this concern, maintaining from early 2017 that:

The Charter applies to EU Member States only when they are acting within the scope of EU law, its relevance to the UK will be “removed” by the UK’s withdrawal from the EU. ... As the Charter was not designed to create any new rights or alter the circumstances in which individuals could rely on fundamental rights, removal of the Charter from UK law “will not affect the substantive rights that individuals already benefit from in the UK”.  

On this basis the Government insists that ‘it does not intend that the substantive rights protected in the Charter of Fundamental Rights will be weakened’. Such claims that the Charter adds nothing substantive to rights protections in UK law could be characterised as disingenuous, especially as isolated rights protections in retained law will be easier to amend by statutory instrument (as detailed below) than the CFR retained as a whole.

Moreover, it is all but impossible to excise major principles-bearing elements of EU law without warping the terms of the EU law which the UK intends to retain. The UK Government admit as much when they have committed, in response to an amendment proposed by former Attorney-General for England and Wales Dominic Grieve, to a continuing investigation of the status of general principles of EU law within the withdrawal legislation:

[W]e will look at whether and how some challenges based on the general principles might continue after exit, in a way which best fits with our longstanding constitutional traditions and which minimises uncertainty for businesses and individuals. The rights landscape is complex and our approach is to seek to maximise certainty and minimise complexity and not remove any substantive rights that UK citizens currently enjoy.

Data protection law provides one example of the important role the CFR plays in clarifying rights protections under EU law. The right to protection of personal data is much better developed within the Charter (Article 8 CFR) than under the ECHR (Article 8 ECHR). As the CJEU has recognised ‘Article 8 of the Charter concerns a fundamental right which is distinct from that enshrined in Article 7 of the Charter and which has no equivalent in the ECHR’.

45 Department for Exiting the European Union, Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU: Right by Right Analysis (5 December 2017) p. 4.
46 ibid., p. 10.
Although the case law of the Court of Human Rights has developed data protection rights as a facet of the right to privacy, this is less valuable to individuals than a clearly expressed right. But because the right to protection of personal data is also included in the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation, which itself stands to be retained law, the UK Government maintains that the CFR provisions amount to mere surplusage.

The EU (Withdrawal) Bill and Rights Contained in General EU Law

As clause 5(5) of the Withdrawal Bill attests, it must be remembered that EU law contains principles and rights beyond the Charter:

cl.5(5) Subsection (4) does not affect the retention in domestic law on or after exit day in accordance with this Act of any fundamental rights or principles which exist irrespective of the Charter (and references to the Charter in any case law are, so far as necessary for this purpose, to be read as if they were references to any corresponding retained fundamental rights or principles).

Under clauses 4(1) and 5(5) of the EU (Withdrawal) Bill, directly effective rights which exist in EU law beyond the CFR, including in the Treaties, will *prima facie* be transposed into UK law under the EU Withdrawal Bill. These provisions could provide something of a ‘sticking plaster’, maintaining the equivalence of certain rights protections in the law of NI and Ireland.

But the directly effective caveat is important. For example, the TEU recognises the importance of children’s rights within EU law. This recognition is in addition to applicable CFR provisions. But as the provision does not meet the requirements for a provision of EU law to be directly effective, it is not covered by clause 4(1). By contrast, the right to equal pay, under Article 157 of the Treaty of the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) is directly effective and will therefore form part of retained law, even though the corresponding provision of the EU CFR, Article 23, will not be retained.

Other examples of rights protections covered by clauses 4(1) and 5(5) can be found in the EU legislation enacted under the Treaties (Directives and Regulations). CFR provisions detailing asylum rights and victims’ rights stand to be excluded from post-Brexit UK domestic law by virtue of clause 5(4), but both are subject to detailed EU Directives which under the terms

---

48 See, for example, *Z v Finland* (1997) 25 EHRR 371.
49 Regulation 2016/679/EU, Article 1(2).
50 TEU (n28) Article 3(3).
51 EU CFR, Article 24.
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of clauses 4(1) and 5(5) form part of retained law, given that they provide for ‘fundamental rights or principles which exist irrespective of the Charter’.\(^{57}\)

It is important, however, not to overstate the importance of these arrangements. The UK Parliament will be able post Brexit to alter any retained EU law by standard processes of law making, and thereby diminish rights protections. The EU, conversely, could develop rights protections which exceed the baseline currently in place in EU law. The operation of either or both of these trends could introduce divergences between the standards of rights protection in the law of NI and Ireland which would breach the GFA’s requirement that equivalent rights arrangements be maintained. There is a significant risk that with the removal of so-called EU red tape being such a prominent reason for leaving the EU, there is an existential threat to workplace rights and gender equality protections within UK law (even if the relevant provisions of EU law are initially retained through the operation of the EU (Withdrawal) Bill).

The UK’s withdrawal legislation also makes provision for ministers to manage legislative change as an element of the withdrawal process by statutory instrument. The EU (Withdrawal) Bill itself,\(^{58}\) and related Brexit legislation, such as the Trade Bill 2017-19,\(^{59}\) grant UK Government ministers sweeping powers to amend not simply retained EU law but almost any legislation which might be rendered in some respect deficient as a result of Brexit. The breadth of this so-called Henry VIII power is underlined by clause 7(4) of the EU (Withdrawal) Bill; ‘Regulations under this section may make any provision that could be made by an Act of Parliament’.

These measures facilitate the diminution of UK rights protections as part of the Brexit process. Parliament stands to be marginalised in the implementation of Brexit, and in theory this means that prima facie retained measures such as the equal pay provisions enshrined in the Equality Act 2010 (or legislation such as the Sex Discrimination Order 1976 in NI) can be subject to rapid alteration with limited debate in Parliament. The Withdrawal Bill sets out no mechanism by which the disparate retained rights are protected against amendment, for example by judicial enforcement arrangements comparable to the HRA 1998’s reinterpretation clauses and declaration of incompatibility.\(^{60}\) Much as the UK courts could intervene and challenge such a ‘back-door’ diminution of rights under the principle of legality,\(^{61}\) the prospect of a protracted legal battle to the UK Supreme Court will deter many potential claimants.

Two protections relevant to the GFA are included in the EU (Withdrawal) Bill; first, these Henry VIII powers cannot be employed to alter the HRA 1998,\(^{62}\) and second, there is very limited capacity to use these powers to amend the NI Act 1998.\(^{63}\) These protections are necessary, but do not of themselves suffice to protect the UK’s GFA commitments against accidental or deliberate breach through the use of the Henry VIII powers, as they only cover
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legislation enacted to fulfil the UK’s GFA commitments, and not its general principles such as equivalence in rights protection between NI and Ireland.

**The Impact of the Phase 1 Negotiations Outcome**

The outcome of the Phase 1 negotiations between the UK and EU has the potential to change the shape of Brexit with regard to fundamental rights. The key section of the Phase 1 Report in this regard draws directly upon the GFA:

The 1998 Agreement also includes important provisions on Rights, Safeguards and Equality of Opportunity for which EU law and practice has provided a supporting framework in Northern Ireland and across the island of Ireland. The United Kingdom commits to ensuring that no diminution of rights is caused by its departure from the European Union, including in the area of protection against forms of discrimination enshrined in EU law. ⁶⁴

Read out of context, the ‘United Kingdom commits to ensuring that no diminution of rights is caused by its departure from the European Union, including in the area of protection against forms of discrimination enshrined in EU law’ would indicate a general commitment applicable to the UK as a whole. This would accord with the UK Government’s assertions that its primary motivation in removing the CFR is not to reduce rights protections, but because it is surplus to requirements. In terms of a commitment by the UK Government, however, the context of this statement means that it would have to apply at least to NI law to meet the requirements of minimum compliance.

Para 53 should be read alongside the UK Government’s commitment in the Phase 1 Report, in the event of a no-deal Brexit, to maintain ‘full alignment’ with rules of the single market which sustain North-South cooperation, the all-island economy and the GFA. ⁶⁵ This provision does not simply apply to aligning regulatory standards for products in NI law; it secures the ECHR-plus protections provided within EU law, extending beyond civil and political rights into workers’ rights and environmental rights in so far as they impinge upon North-South cooperation and the all-island economy. Although this commitment does not need to be embodied in the EU (Withdrawal) Bill, it conditions how the powers which it grants to UK Government ministers are to be exercised in the NI context. In short, it ring-fences elements of retained EU law as part of NI law against amendment or repeal.

Should a no-deal Brexit occur in March 2019, any Westminster legislation applicable to NI or NI Assembly legislation will have to comply with this commitment, as will the UK Government and NI Executive in the use of its powers, or the UK will find itself in breach of its international obligations.

**Amendments to the EU (Withdrawal) Bill**

Shared EU membership has applied a gloss over domestic policy differences between the UK and Ireland as the same supranational standards could be identified as the reciprocal rights framework. On Brexit this backdrop changes, and the UK Government have done little to
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dispel accusations that the removal of the EU CFR presages an assault on other human rights protections post Brexit. As they stand, Clauses 4 and 5 of the EU (Withdrawal) Bill create the potential for gaps to emerge between rights enjoyed in NI and in the Republic, and may even lead to their being non-equivalent in GFA terms.

In persuading Lady Sylvia Herman MP to withdraw an amendment to the EU (Withdrawal) Bill reaffirming the UK’s commitment to the GFA, the Brexit minister Robin Walker maintained the UK Government’s ‘commitment to the Belfast agreement is absolutely clear’. But although he noted that the GFA was binding upon the UK as an international agreement, the commitment built into the Bill is narrower; ‘The Government absolutely support those principles, which are enshrined in the Northern Ireland Act, which is protected under the Bill’. The NI Act 1998, however, is far from the only measure by which the GFA’s commitments are enshrined in domestic law. With regard to rights equivalence in particular, more of a safeguard is needed.

The UK Government should therefore support an amendment to the EU (Withdrawal) Bill to protect the principle of rights-equivalence contained within the GFA and thereby address the commitments made in para 49 and 53 of the Phase 1 Report. A further amendment retaining the EU CFR would be desirable in supporting this goal, but at the very least some mechanism should be established by which the disparate fundamental rights contained within retained law can be protected. Although this chapter has addressed the relationship between the EU (Withdrawal) Bill and the Phase 1 Report, Chapters 6 and 7 will evaluate alternate modes of rights protection which could address these Phase 1 Report requirements, in particular, rejuvenating plans for a NI Bill of Rights.

In the absence of such amendments, much depends upon the direction of the post Brexit programme of law reform and the degree of divergence from EU norms that this entails. Nonetheless, as this chapter has illustrated, there are reasons to be wary. The UK Government’s persistent characterisation of the CFR as contributing no rights to UK law suggests that rights-enhancing provisions will not be forthcoming. Moreover, for all that the HRA 1998 has become the means by which the UK fulfils its commitment under the GFA to incorporate the ECHR into NI law, ministers have asserted that the UK Government intends to ‘further consider our human rights legal framework when the process of leaving the EU concludes, and consult fully on proposals in the full knowledge of the new constitutional landscape’.

**Recommendations**

5. The UK Parliament should amend the EU (Withdrawal) Bill to retain the Charter within UK law as a clear expression of the rights which apply to retained EU law as a whole and
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which, as such, safeguard compliance with the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement’s requirement of rights equivalence in Ireland and Northern Ireland.

6. The UK Parliament should amend clauses 5 and 7 of the EU (Withdrawal) Bill to retain in Northern Ireland law any provision of EU law of relevance to the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement’s requirement of rights equivalence and to exclude such provisions from the ambit of the UK Government’s Henry VIII powers under the Bill.

7. The IHREC and NIHRC should institute a system of joint periodic review of human rights protection in Northern Ireland and Ireland with the aim of drawing attention to potential breaches of the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement’s requirement of rights equivalence.
3. Common Travel Area vs EU Protections

This chapter outlines the interaction of the Common Travel Area, EU citizenship rights and the Phase 1 Report and their impact upon access and enforcement of rights.

**The Common Travel Area (CTA) and Human Rights**

The CTA allows easy travel and other benefits such as social welfare, healthcare and education access between the UK, Ireland, the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man. Historically, this has not been seen in a human rights context. But as gaps between EU free movement and CTA rights open, the CTA will become a more critical source of protection for, in particular, economic, social and cultural rights.

The openness of travel between the UK and Ireland dates to 1922 when the Irish Free State enforced the same travel restrictions as the UK. Neither country required passports for travel from the other. Following the Second World War, the UK’s 1949 Ireland Act, s2 formalised the special relationship by declaring that Ireland, while no longer a dominion of the UK, is not a ‘foreign country.’ In 1952, the CTA came into force. The CTA exists as a collection of legal provisions in each of the relevant jurisdictions rather than as an international treaty. These legal provisions enable UK and Irish citizens to be treated almost identically within both states.

The coverage of the CTA is relatively complex and far reaching. For example, UK citizens in Ireland and Irish citizens in the UK have the right to vote in local, national and European elections. Both sets of citizens enjoy unfettered access to employment, social welfare and healthcare. The few exceptions to this equal treatment are political in nature: though Irish citizens can run for the UK Parliament, UK citizens cannot be elected to the Dáil, nor can they vote in constitutional referenda or Presidential elections.

At present the EU Treaties allows for the operation of the CTA under the Protocol 20 of the TFEU. But the factors that make operating a CTA between Ireland and the UK unproblematic are going to be substantially altered by Brexit. Primarily, the CTA will cover territories of which one is within the EU, and the other is fully external to the EU. There is no significant precedent governing this type of situation in the EU’s history; the closest comparator is Norway’s inclusion in the Nordic Common Labour Market, but that is not a true analogy: Norway is in the EEA, and consequently has signed up to the EU’s free movement acquis, meaning it cannot be considered a full ‘third country’ in the way the UK will become once the UK leaves the EU.

The Phase 1 Joint Report in para 54 states that the EU and UK agree that the arrangements between the UK and Ireland relating to the movement of persons (CTA) may continue with the stipulation that its continuation respects the rights of natural persons as conferred by EU law and the UK confirms that the continuation of the CTA will not impact on Ireland’s obligations under EU law including the free movement of persons. While this concretises the parameter within which the CTA can operate, specific rights – particularly economic, social and cultural – are not substantively covered or guaranteed under the present CTA. The relative flexibility and informality of the CTA means that it is vulnerable to seemingly technical
modifications that might go unnoticed. Without placing the CTA on a Treaty basis, Irish citizens living in the UK will be without assurance as to their status and those born in Britain living in Ireland will be in a similar position.

**Common Travel Area Post Brexit**

With an open border, NI is already subject to whatever immigration and visa policies are enacted by the Irish Government. However, the reciprocity of the CTA has allowed the UK Government to exert a degree of influence and control. In terms of non-EU citizens, Ireland and the UK currently maintain common travel visas for Indian and Chinese travellers and proposals were on the table to extend these joint arrangements to travellers from other countries prior to Brexit. Bilateral harmonisation of Irish and UK visa arrangements for other non-EU countries might appear to offer a means of closing this ‘backdoor’ to the UK without the need for intrusive measures at the land border.

The continuation of the CTA enables EU citizens, all of whom have a right to reside in Ireland, to become Irish citizens and gain legal access to the UK. This would not be a large number, but may be symbolic and become viewed as the last EU-related migration. Further, the UK might also be subject to what would become illegal migration across the border. With the CTA in place it will be relatively easy for EU citizens to travel across the border into NI. The UK Government has stated that it is not concerned that the CTA will allow EU citizens to cross the Ireland-NI border without specific checks being conducted as migration to the UK can be controlled internally though access to bank accounts, the NHS or schools. However, this may have a chilling effect upon access to essential services for migrant workers and their families as the prospect of being reported to the UK Home Office may deter migrant workers from reporting crimes or breaches of employment rights, or accessing essential health services or education.

Rights which are exercised by travelling to the UK also require consideration. This is particularly important to women from Ireland and NI who wish to access abortion services in GB. The CTA currently enables women in Ireland to travel to GB to access abortion services (albeit the economic and social difficulties associated with such travel remain highly problematic). Were the CTA to be downgraded, Irish women could still travel to EU countries to access abortion services, but the additional costs associated with such travel, as well as the potential difficulties with access and language, would exacerbate the difficulties they face. The CTA, as it currently stands, is an extremely important element of abortion travel for women in Ireland.

The UK withdrawal from the EU means the CTA has come under scrutiny and the differences between being an Irish, UK, EU citizen and the potential consequences for access to rights is coming into sharp relief.
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Common Travel Area and European Union Rights

Currently, the CTA and the EU treaties both provide a range of similar rights for UK and Irish citizens. For instance, welfare rights stemming from the CTA are virtually identical to those of any EU citizen possesses. The UK’s welfare system is designed to work compatibly with the CTA, indeed several UK welfare rights require prior residency in the CTA. This effectively means that those living in Ireland can move to the UK and access social security benefits as if they had been resident in the UK. While all EU citizens habitually resident within the CTA are able to access these benefits, this rule was established to benefit Irish and UK citizens moving between the two countries.

The rights that the UK grants to Irish citizens, or that Ireland grants to UK citizens, will not themselves be at risk post-Brexit: the fact that Irish citizens are ‘not foreign’ under UK law and similar Irish provisions, falls outside of the scope of EU law and can, as a matter of law and fact, continue post-Brexit. However, insofar as the CTA covers the portability of benefits granted to Irish citizens once they are in the UK, the Republic of Ireland may also be obliged to extend portability of the same benefits to all other EU citizens.

With regard to social security coordination, the CTA’s exemption under Protocol 20 does not negate the obligation under EU law for all EU member states to extend benefits stemming from bilateral agreements that fall within the scope of EU law to all EU citizens. Currently, if an Irish worker travels to the UK (under the CTA) and collects social security or a pension there and that social security or pension collection is transportable back to Ireland for aggregation purposes, the same would have to happen to a French or a German worker in the UK who collects social security or pension (under UK law) and then moves to Ireland. This will require coordinating mechanisms that are very similar to those currently required under EU law (i.e. Regulation 883/2004) in the UK as well as in Ireland, so information about accrual of benefits can be easily passed on.

Protocol 20 permits better treatment for UK citizens in Ireland and Irish citizens in the UK than for all other EU citizens, but where rights extended are equivalent to those applicable under EU law, they have to then be mirrored for all other EU citizens. This may not be administratively straightforward as much of the CTA’s arrangements are uncodified, and the UK will not be automatically participating in the overarching EU social security coordination project post-Brexit. However, in para 30 of the Phase 1 Report the EU and UK provisionally agree to continue to coordinate social security so as to make these rights viable.

A further risk factor is the reach of the proposed Henry VIII powers contained in the Brexit legislation (the EU (Withdrawal) Bill and Trade Bill) currently before Westminster. As discussed in Chapter 2, this legislation would permit the UK Government to take action under statutory instrument which could dismantle the CTA with scant legislative oversight at Westminster (and with the NI Assembly inoperative).

The CTA is not a fixed agreement to be kept or scrapped, but rather a set of shared understandings and legal provisions. Critically, the UK and Irish Governments have now spent a tremendous amount of time unpicking the CTA and although some questions remain over what legal provisions relate to the CTA and what do not, the obligations owed to each other’s

citizens are perhaps the clearest they have been since 1921. Those shared understandings could well be hollowed out without the language of the CTA being abandoned. To effectively maintain the CTA, there are a number of key features that would have to remain. Primary amongst these is the principle of reciprocity, whereby the UK and Ireland would continue to treat each other’s citizens as non-foreign. The benefits flowing from this would also have to be maintained. This means the continued ability of the Irish to travel, live, work, claim healthcare and social security payments, and vote in the UK (and of UK citizens to do the same in Ireland).

To ensure its longevity and to provide security for Irish people resident in the UK (including individuals from NI who only hold Irish citizenship and who do not wish to claim their entitlement to UK citizenship) and UK citizens from Britain in Ireland, the legal obligations contained in the CTA should now be placed into a treaty between the UK and Ireland.

**The Phase 1 Report, the CTA and Residual EU Rights**

Following Brexit, the Phase 1 Report will result in the creation of at least nine different combinations of NI residents, with different rights. This will create a burdensome and complicated system for the enforcement of rights. The complexity of the different levels of rights and status could be deeply damaging to a shared and principled culture of human rights within Northern Ireland. The current state of the negotiations will mean at least nine main categories of rights holder:

1) Irish citizen (no UK citizenship)
2) UK citizen (no Irish citizenship)
3) Dual Irish-UK citizen (no NI connection)
4) Dual Irish-UK citizen (part of ‘people of NI’)
5) Non-UK citizen & Irish entitled (e.g. USA)
6) Non-Irish EU
7) Non-EU, Non-UK
8) ‘Worker’ in Ireland with EU/UK citizenship
9) ‘Worker’ in UK with EU/UK citizenship

The Report guarantees that those from NI (who hold Irish passports or who are entitled to them) continue to have EU citizenship through their Irish citizenship. The retention of EU citizenship and critically the ability to exercise it when resident in NI is a significant concession for Ireland. Remarkably the Phase 1 Report only appears to grant this exercise of rights to Irish EU citizens, others EU citizens resident in NI are not covered by this concession. This issue will have to be clarified, as it would create a rather odd anomaly for non-Irish EU citizens, and other non-Irish residents in NI. The operation of this concession will have to be covered in the Withdrawal Agreement. The details will be particularly important as up to now, access to EU rights such as free movement of services or capital has depended upon EU citizens being resident in the EU. For instance, Faroe Islanders have Danish passports but to exercise their rights must be resident in the EU as the Faroe Islands are not part of the EU. The Withdrawal Agreement guarantees that those from NI (who hold Irish passports or who are entitled to them) continue to have EU citizenship through their Irish citizenship. The retention of EU citizenship and critically the ability to exercise it when resident in NI is a significant concession for Ireland. Remarkably the Phase 1 Report only appears to grant this exercise of rights to Irish EU citizens, others EU citizens resident in NI are not covered by this concession. This issue will have to be clarified, as it would create a rather odd anomaly for non-Irish EU citizens, and other non-Irish residents in NI. The operation of this concession will have to be covered in the Withdrawal Agreement. The details will be particularly important as up to now, access to EU rights such as free movement of services or capital has depended upon EU citizens being resident in the EU. For instance, Faroe Islanders have Danish passports but to exercise their rights must be resident in the EU as the Faroe Islands are not part of the EU.
Agreement will have to cover access to EU institutions, individuals’ ability to enforce their EU citizenship rights and representation if EU citizenship is to be effective when an individual is resident in the non-EU territory of NI.

It will also be important to consider how Irish EU citizens in NI are represented in the EU democratic institutions. At present Ireland does not enable non-residents to vote in elections. There is no bar in EU law to prevent countries extending their votes to emigrants and several countries including France do so successfully. Ireland should extend the franchise for EU Parliamentary elections to Irish-EU residents in NI post Brexit.

The categorisation of individuals into nine groups in NI will create a burdensome and complicated system of citizenship and residency rights. It will mean, for example, that there will be two forms of EU residents in NI – pre- and post-Brexit EU citizens – with distinct rights from the EU citizens resident in Ireland (covered in Chapter 4 of this Report). The extent of this differentiation remains unclear as it is subject to Phase 2 negotiations nonetheless to ensure that no gap in reciprocity emerges under the terms of the GFA or the CTA it will be important to ensure that all residents in NI have access to specific rights – particularly in this context, economic, social and cultural rights.

**Trade, Cross Border Activities and Human Rights**

For NI paras 49-50 of the Phase 1 Report are key to understanding how future cross border activity will be regulated, although against the backdrop of the CTA these provisions are largely related to goods and, to a lesser extent, services. First, these provisions recognise that ideally the UK and the EU will reach a trade arrangement. If this cannot be achieved, the ‘back-up’ solution is that the UK will propose an ‘island of Ireland’ solution. It is very difficult to see what these would look like if not ‘special status’ for NI; declaring it an autonomous customs territory that is able to strike a trade deal with the EU that prevents a hard border without participation from the rest of the UK. Should that ‘back-up’ solution fail, the UK has guaranteed that the UK as a whole will maintain ‘full alignment with those rules of the Internal Market and the Customs Union which, now or in the future, support North-South cooperation, the all-island economy and the protection of the 1998 agreement’.

Paras 49-50 go beyond the GFA as they specifically enumerate three bases for full alignment, namely: (1) North-South cooperation, (2) the all island economy and (3) the 1998 Agreement. This seems to suggest that the UK is promising to effectively adopt EU legislation in all those areas of law that impact on both the all-island economy and the GFA. While this will not need to involve free movement of persons rules, as the CTA ensures such movement between the UK and Ireland, it seems to suggest full regulatory alignment with the Single Market rules on free movement of both industrial goods and agricultural goods, and a customs union between the UK and the EU that obviates the need for border controls. This will be important in ensuring the maintenance of standards of living across the island and no diminution on key economic rights. The areas covered by full regulatory alignment would appear to be expansive and will touch upon the exercise of economic and social rights in particular, however, at present there remains ambiguity as to the actual content of regulatory alignment. Should a
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no-deal Brexit occur it will be essential that the parameters of full regulatory alignment are agreed upon by all parties.

Post Brexit, trade in services between the UK and Ireland in terms of the CTA and EU citizenship may become problematic under WTO law, specifically the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). The provision of services between the UK and Ireland seems implied by the CTA arrangements – i.e., if people can freely reside in both countries, and move between them, and work/establish in them, then they can obviously also work cross-border. WTO law could affect the provision of services to the EU from NI. GATS Article V sets the operation of Preferential Trade Agreements (PTA) in services – the EU itself is an example of a PTA. Under WTO law, a PTA must cover the four modes of services supply:

Mode 1 – Cross border: A user in country A receives services from abroad through its telecommunications or postal infrastructure. Such supplies may include consultancy or market research reports, tele-medical advice, distance training, or architectural drawings.

Mode 2 – Consumption abroad: Citizens of country A have moved abroad as tourists, students, or patients to consume the respective services.

Mode 3 – Commercial presence: The service is provided within country A by a locally-established affiliate, subsidiary, or representative office of a foreign-owned and — controlled company (bank, hotel group, construction company, etc.).

Mode 4 – Movement of natural persons: A foreign national provides a service within country A as an independent supplier (e.g., consultant, health worker) or employee of a service supplier (e.g. consultancy firm, hospital, construction company).

These modes map onto EU free movements (i.e. of persons, of services, and of establishment). The CTA also implies, if not explicitly guarantees, similar rights. All of those modes of supply are covered by the EU Single Market, which is perceived under WTO terms as a PTA compliant with GATS. Post Brexit, if the UK permits all four modes of supply of services between NI and Ireland without restrictions as the CTA clearly allows, this would be a violation of GATS Most Favoured Nation rules on the part of both the EU and the UK unless it was covered by a comprehensive trade deal between the UK and the EU. This is because the CTA is not a PTA on WTO terms.

This may appear to be only a technical issue. However, ensuring that those currently employed in the cross-border provision of services can continue to do so, will be critical to maintain the standard of living for many individuals and communities. Furthermore, the CTA does not address whether the provision of services from Northern Ireland to the remainder of the EU (and not merely Ireland) will continue to be governed by EU law; if the right to provide services under EU law is lost because Northern Ireland is not a Member State territory, this again will have significant impact on the standard of living and livelihood for many in Northern Ireland. Clarity is therefore urgently needed.
The conclusion of the Phase 1 negotiations indicates that the EU does not intend to passively acquiesce to any post-Brexit diminution of rights by the UK. The UK Government has frequently claimed that it is seeking a comprehensive agreement with the EU after Brexit (bringing in aspects such as security in addition to trade). For the EU, a comprehensive agreement should involve provision for data protection, human rights and possibly workers’ rights (at the very least to minimise the potential that companies operating in the UK and trading into the EU under any Brexit agreement could use a lack of such safeguards to undercut their EU-based competitors).

Political, socio-economic, environmental and other rights, are now commonly provided for as part of international trade agreements. Seventy percent of states now participate in PTAs with human rights requirements. The EU commits itself to respect international legal obligations, including on human rights, in this context;

\[ \text{The Union and the Member States shall comply with the commitments and take account of the objectives they have approved in the context of the United Nations and other competent international organisations.} \]

The EU is under treaty obligation to conduct its foreign policy in respect of the principles of ‘democracy, the rule of law, the universality and indivisibility of human rights and fundamental freedoms, respect for human dignity, the principles of equality and solidarity ...

As part of the EU’s Revised Cotonou Agreement 2008-2013 (still operational), the EU incorporates migration and security provisions into trade agreements with African, Caribbean and Pacific Countries (ACP). The EU is subject to human rights in trade agreements across privacy, labour rights, transparency, due process, and sustainable development amongst others. The EU and Canada also made reciprocal human rights commitments as part of the preamble to their Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA).

Such agreements open the possibility of the EU and UK incorporating human rights provisions into the Withdrawal Agreement and the trade deal that follows. These could ensure the continued reciprocity of rights protections and give a harder edge to the UK’s non-diminution guarantee. The enforceability and effectiveness of such provisions vary in existing trade agreements, and any move to incorporate rights into a Comprehensive EU-UK Agreement must be meaningful, cataloguing the reciprocal rights guarantees and enforcement arrangements. In this regard, reports of a leaked European Parliament motion which would require the UK to remain party to the ECHR under a Comprehensive EU-UK Agreement would provide for such a meaningful protection, although only in the ambit of civil and political rights. Ireland should therefore prioritise the negotiation of human rights protection clauses in any EU-UK trade agreement to secure existing protections in NI.
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**Recommendations**

8. The Irish Government should support the inclusion of extensive human rights clauses in a UK-EU Trade Agreement and Withdrawal Agreement to ensure that reciprocal and equivalent rights protections are maintained in Ireland and Northern Ireland post Brexit.

9. A Common Travel Area Treaty should be negotiated between the UK and Ireland to prevent incremental changes to the Common Travel Area’s operation and to give UK and Irish citizens assurances as to their status and continued access to social, education, democratic, health and welfare rights.

10. Assurances should be sought from the UK regarding its proposed checking of immigration status when individuals seek to access services. In particular, attention should be paid to the impact on the Irish border and the chilling effect upon migrants accessing essential services or reporting crime to the police.

11. The IHREC should closely assess the impact of Common Travel Area developments upon Irish women travelling to Britain to access abortion services. Particular attention should be paid to any new barriers to accessing services and to resultant economic hardship.

12. The Irish and UK Governments should clarify through the Withdrawal Agreement, whether non-Irish citizens will have full continuing EU rights in Northern Ireland (including the freedom to provide services to all EU member states from Northern Ireland). The Phase 1 Report proposes to afford Irish EU citizens’ significantly greater rights than other EU citizens.

13. Ireland should consider extending the franchise in EU Parliamentary elections to Irish EU citizens in Northern Ireland.

14. Parties to the negotiations should clarify the parameters of ‘regulatory alignment’ to prevent a no-deal scenario producing economic hardship in Ireland and Northern Ireland.

15. The Irish Government should undertake and publish a study of WTO rules on trade in services and the external EU border to assess the economic hardship potentially resultant from a no-deal scenario and to enable mitigating action to be taken.
4. National Identity and Rights

The Phase 1 Joint Report proposes an array of different entitlements based on a matrix of citizenships held, residency (pre- and post-Brexit), connection to NI, familial relationships, and employment. These elements combine for many to provide significant rights, including so-called citizens’ rights. Some combinations leave gaps in protection, however. In Ireland and the UK, excluding entitlements connected to family members, there are at least 46 types of situation. The rights for those in eight of those circumstances have a significant remaining lack of clarity. For the other 38 situations, excluding CTA entitlements, at least eight different sets of rules will apply.

Brexit and the reshuffling of citizenship entitlements and their associated rights will bring about a profound change to national identities and their perception in the UK, NI, and Ireland. The GFA described NI citizens’ right to choose a UK or Irish nationality as a ‘birth right’. However, while these national identities have always been important to individuals and communities to greater or lesser degrees, there have been few practical implications of one’s choice (or non-choice) of identity across the islands. This, of course, has been a privileged position. Those without UK or Irish citizenship, and especially those without EU citizenship, have at various times felt the impacts of their national identity in quite severe ways. Post-Brexit, however, an individual’s choices between the citizenship options available to them will be of practical consequence and not simply exercises in self-understanding. This novel attachment of functional implications to citizenship choices in the UK and Ireland, will create split identities, in which individuals feel obliged to claim Irish citizenship for practical reasons, even if they self-identify as British.

The different rights available to different citizens (especially those living side-by-side in NI) will also be exacerbated, if not being entirely new. Non-EU citizens have been used to living alongside individuals in NI with more rights and entitlements. However, for a reasonable period of time UK and Irish citizens have been able to expect the same in NI (wherever their place of birth or the length of their association with the region). The Phase 1 Report’s approach to Brexit appears to change this. Full EU citizenship is guaranteed to the ‘people of Northern Ireland who are Irish citizens’, but others will not enjoy these rights. This will mean UK citizens and Irish citizens living alongside each other in NI will have different entitlements. The CTA can mitigate some of the disparities, but not all of them and not for all. Non-Irish EU citizens will find themselves in a different position from Irish or UK citizens. EU citizens resident in NI prior to Brexit stand, in certain respects, to enjoy rights which UK citizens from GB will not enjoy. These proposed arrangements create the potential for identity to once again become a highly divisive issue in NI.

Amidst this already convoluted interweaving of identities, the Joint Report explicitly reserves a space for an EU ‘identity’ for NI’s Irish citizens. While much focus is on the legal entitlements, including in what follows below, an important background consideration is the space that will remain post-Brexit for a positive affirmation and expression of that EU identity within NI.
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Passports, Residency and Rights

There are multiple combinations of residency and citizenship entitlements in NI and Ireland that arise from the conclusions of the Phase 1 Report. Depending on which nationalities an individual has and where they are resident both before and after Brexit, there will be entitlements to different packages of rights. The main packages of rights are Citizens’ Rights and Withdrawal Agreement terms; however, UK and Irish domestic laws and citizenship entitlements will remain relevant for many groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rights after Brexit day in UK (excl CTA)</th>
<th>Rights after Brexit day in Ireland (excl CTA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Become NI Resident pre-Brexit</td>
<td>Become NI Resident post-Brexit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish citizen (no UK citizenship)</td>
<td>Citizens’ Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK citizen (no Irish citizenship)</td>
<td>Full UK National Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Irish-UK citizen (no NI connection)</td>
<td>Full UK National Rights &amp; (Unclear) Citizens’ Rights as a minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Irish-UK citizen (part of ‘people of NI’)</td>
<td>Full UK National Rights &amp; Full EU Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-UK citizen &amp; Irish entitled (e.g. USA)</td>
<td>UK Domestic Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Irish EU</td>
<td>Citizens’ Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-EU, Non-UK</td>
<td>UK Domestic Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>’Worker’ in Ireland with EU/UK citizenship</td>
<td>Citizens’ Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>’Worker’ in UK with EU/UK citizenship</td>
<td>No frontier worker status – regular rules apply</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Northern Ireland’s Irish Citizens**

The Phase 1 Report notes that ‘the people of Northern Ireland who are Irish citizens will continue to enjoy rights as EU citizens’.\(^80\) There is no definition of who constitutes the ‘people of Northern Ireland’, and in particular whether it will be defined by birth place, parentage, residency or some combination thereof. In any case, the Phase 1 Report appears to exclude ‘the people of Northern Ireland’ who are ineligible for Irish citizenship from accessing EU rights. Further, on its face, this provision would seem to require that individuals from NI take active steps to claim their Irish citizenship entitlement in order to access continuing EU rights. However, for some, citizenship is automatically bestowed by Irish law; ‘A person is an Irish citizen from birth if at the time of his or her birth either parent was an Irish citizen or would if alive have been an Irish citizen’\(^81\) (except where the person is not born on the island of Ireland, when citizenship does not commence until the birth is registered\(^82\)). Therefore, while it may come as a surprise to some in NI, many born there are pre-existing Irish citizens without themselves doing any act of affirmation or registration, and this will allow them to benefit from EU rights post Brexit.

For others in NI and further afield, the Phase 1 Report implies that Irish citizenship must be claimed in order to enjoy EU rights. Individuals born in NI to a parent who is resident in NI or a UK citizen are entitled to claim Irish citizenship.\(^83\) Those born in NI to parents of any nationality since 2004 can claim citizenship if they had a parent who was an EEA or Swiss citizen and who was resident in NI or Ireland 3 of the 4 years prior to their birth.\(^84\) Those born in Great Britain with an Irish parent or grandparent are also entitled to an Irish passport by applying for Irish Citizenship through Ireland’s system of Foreign Birth Registration.

The Phase 1 Report therefore appears to emphasise differences in Irish citizenship law as it applies to NI between a) automatic citizens, b) citizens by registration, and c) non-citizens. It is difficult to see how the categories can be distinguished between for practical purposes. A sudden influx of registrations from class b) is likely as the Joint Report indicates actual citizenship (not merely entitlement) is required. Further, while those in category a) can already apply for a certificate of nationality,\(^85\) requiring all automatic citizens to register would be a significant task, would require legislation to amend Irish citizenship law, and would put something of a dent in GFA principles.\(^86\) Yet, without registration of individuals in category a), someone seeking to rely on their EU rights in France, for example, would have no official documentary evidence of their Irish citizenship to show. An approach which would avoid registration would grant Irish citizenship to all NI residents regardless of their current entitlements. This expansive – and likely controversial – approach would address the
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\(^{80}\) EU-UK Phase 1 Joint Report (n1) para 52.  
\(^{82}\) Directive 2004/38/EC (n81) Article 7(3).  
\(^{83}\) Subsection inserted by Irish Nationality and Citizenship Act 2004 (No. 38 of /2004) s 3(d); Irish Nationality and Citizenship Act 1956 (as amended and unofficially consolidated) s 6(a).  
\(^{84}\) Section inserted by Irish Nationality and Citizenship Act 2004 (No. 38 of /2004) s 4; Irish Nationality and Citizenship Act 1956 (as amended and unofficially consolidated) s 6A and 6B.  
\(^{85}\) Irish Nationality and Citizenship Act 1956 (as amended and unofficially consolidated), s 28.  
\(^{86}\) E.g. GFA (n6) section 2, para 1(v); UK-Ireland Agreement, preamble.
substantive and administrative issues generated by having different classes of Irish citizen within NI.

**Irish Citizens in the UK**

The UK has its own post-Brexit administrative problem relating to the specificities of Irish citizenship. The Phase 1 Report affirms the right of ‘the people of Northern Ireland’ to choose between being either UK citizens, Irish citizens or both. The UK commits to respect Ireland’s ongoing EU membership but it does not offer any special guarantees (beyond the citizens’ rights offered to other EU citizens resident in the UK pre-Brexit) to Irish citizens except those who are part of the people of NI. The lack of a special guarantee for Irish citizens extends to NI, indeed a literal reading of the Phase 1 Report’s text would not entitle Irish citizens who are not part of ‘the people of Northern Ireland’ to exercise their EU rights in NI. The formal picture would thus mandate a division of NI’s Irish citizens (who would have continuing EU rights in NI) from other Irish citizens (who would have no special EU rights in NI).

Yet in practice, to offer rights to the Irish citizens who form part of the people of NI and not to all Irish citizens would entail significant difficulty. Rather, the UK will either have to

a) allow all Irish citizens the same rights (whether NI linked or not);

b) provide rights across the UK for the people of NI with Irish citizenship, but only in NI for Irish citizens without an NI link;

c) provide rights across the UK for the people of NI with Irish citizenship, but no rights for Irish citizens without an NI link or
d) provide no rights (except those existing from EU law) to Irish citizens in GB, including denying rights for individuals from NI who hold only Irish citizenship.

Approach a) would allow Irish citizens without a link to NI to piggyback on NI’s special arrangements to gain greater rights in the UK than their EU counterparts (indeed, full EU citizenship rights within the UK). This might entitle Irish citizens to greater ongoing rights in the UK than many UK citizens, and might be viewed in some anti-immigration quarters as a (symbolic) backdoor to migration to the UK. It would also leave the demands upon the UK Government open to changes in Irish citizenship law. For example, the Irish State may grant citizenship to an increased number of asylum seekers, who would consequently gain access to the provision by the UK of full EU citizenship rights.

Approach b) would maintain largely common rights for Irish citizens on the island of Ireland, being focused upon the exercise by non-NI Irish citizens of their citizenship rights in NI. Approach c) would, however, deny a common set of entitlements to Irish citizens in both parts of the island of Ireland. Both approaches b) and c) would require the UK to define the meaning of the ‘people of Northern Ireland’ for these purposes, and to have the administrative means to differentiate between people on the basis of this definition.

Approach d) would cause obvious controversy by singling out Irish citizens in NI. The approach would not disadvantage the Irish ‘people of Northern Ireland’ relative to the British ‘people of Northern Ireland’ as the latter would not have comparable EU rights to lose. Nonetheless,
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the approach could justifiably be viewed as an attack on one of the benefits of identifying as Irish within NI.

All of these approaches are concerned with new acquisitions of EU citizenship rights, and would be without prejudice to the bundle of EU citizens’ rights that all Irish citizens resident in the UK prior to Brexit would continue to enjoy as long as their residency continued through permanent residency (‘five years of continuous and lawful residence as a worker/self-employed person, student, self-sufficient person, or family member thereof’) or temporary residency (for residents in UK less than five years). Permanent residency is durable through up to five years absence from the UK, meaning that an Irish citizen could return within five years and continue with their EU citizen’s rights in the UK. This standard entitlement for all EU citizens would combine in an awkward fashion with approaches a), b), and c) above where Irish citizens possess rights beyond those acquired through residency.

**Citizens’ Rights Terms**

The terms of the citizens’ rights agreement between the EU and the UK at the end of Phase 1 of the negotiations was a significant milestone. The Phase 1 Report sets out who is entitled to continuing access to EU citizens’ rights and what those rights are.

The protections provided to those with ‘citizens’ rights’ are wide reaching. Eligible individuals will maintain all of their current EU citizens’ rights as they exist on Brexit day. This includes the right of all EU citizens to be treated equally, regardless of their ‘home’ member state. Importantly however (and addressed further below), their rights will not continue to evolve with new EU protections that come into force after Brexit day. Nonetheless, citizens’ rights explicitly include the right to social security for workers, students, the self-employed and economically inactive citizens. Education rights, tax advantages, employment rights, and health care rights are all maintained. The right to equal treatment as set out in the citizenship-relevant provisions of EU law is maintained and discrimination in respect of UK and EU citizens based on nationality is explicitly prohibited.

EU citizens resident in the UK on Brexit day, and UK citizens resident in the EU on Brexit day will be entitled to continuing citizens’ rights. The residency requirement is highly important; these rights will only apply to those resident across the border on Brexit day. People seeking to relocate for the first time or return after their residency permissions have expired will not be entitled to citizens’ rights.
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The citizens’ rights guarantee will be crucial for the large numbers of Irish citizens living in the UK on Brexit day. However, under a literal reading of the Joint Report this could be the full extent of the rights of Irish citizens who are not part of the people of NI. It is also all that is currently guaranteed to the people of NI without Irish or other EU citizenship in the EU, including those resident in Ireland on Brexit day. Citizens’ rights terms will also be of crucial importance to the (non-Irish, non-UK) EU citizens resident in the UK (including NI) on Brexit day.

Citizens’ rights are not afforded to all on an unlimited basis, but rather only as long as their residency continues to be valid. Valid residency for the purposes of the Joint Report and EU law can be permanent or temporary. Those who already have permanent residency are entitled to have it converted free of charge to a document conferring citizens’ rights. Those who do not already have recognised permanent residency are entitled to claim recognition on the basis of the Withdrawal Agreement having had five years of continuous residence as a worker, student, or self-sufficient person. The continuity of this residence is not broken by absences of six months a year, or a single 12 month break for an important reason such as illness or pregnancy. In addition, a worker who reaches the state age of retirement as a resident is entitled to residency without having been resident for five years. So, too, is a worker who has two years residency who stops work due to permanent incapacity. The UK is calling these permanent residencies ‘settled status’. Once acquired, this form of EU permanent residence is lost primarily by absence of at least five years. Unless such an absence occurs, permanent residents under the Withdrawal Agreement terms are entitled to citizens’ rights for life.

Neither the Phase 1 Report nor the Joint Technical Note are clear as to whether residency periods will continue to accrue after Brexit day. They note; ‘periods of lawful residence prior to the specified [Brexit] date [are] included in the calculation’. This does not make fully clear whether residence after Brexit is excluded from the calculation. Both the EU and the UK Government’s interpretation of this section, however, appears to be that residency can continue to accrue after Brexit, and permanent residency can be applied for under the Withdrawal Agreement rules (and presumably with the same citizens’ right entitlements). This is of vast importance as it would determine whether permanent residents will be created by means of the Withdrawal Agreement after Brexit day or whether it is a closed category
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from that date. Brexit day is expected to be the 29 March 2019. If only periods of residence prior to Brexit day were to be included in the calculation, this would mean the 29 March 2014 would have been the latest date to start continuous residency in order to acquire permanent residency status under the Agreement. However, even such individuals will be able to stay in the EU/UK for at least two years after Brexit day (29 March 2021 or later) during the administrative/application window.104

Those EU or UK citizens resident for less than five years on Brexit day, and who are not otherwise entitled to permanent residency, will be granted temporary residence. To stay longer than three months, residents will need to have worker status, be self-employed, self-sufficient, or in education.105 If one of these statuses is maintained (and changes in status are permitted106) then, it appears, temporary residency with citizens’ rights can continue for up to five years before permanent residency is acquired.107 This means that the latest permanent residencies required to be given under the Withdrawal Agreement terms would be 29 March 2024 (become temporarily resident 29 March 2019, and accrue the necessary five years).

For those resident prior to Brexit, the Joint Report also provides for temporary residence of up to three months with no work or self-sufficiency requirements placed upon them. However, in light of the two-year application window following Brexit day, this category is likely to be of limited relevance. Citizens’ rights cease to apply for temporary residents when their residency ends, although there may be other rights afforded to some by national law.

Those EU citizens in the UK and those UK citizens in the EU on Brexit day who do not have a legal right to be there, will have no citizens’ rights. National laws (of greater or lesser severity) will be applied (with more or less stringency). The UK has not ruled out rejecting applications from those EU citizens in the UK (including NI) prior to Brexit day who do not meet the requirements of even temporary residency (e.g. someone who has been unsuccessfully seeking work for some period of time and who has no means of supporting themselves). Those whose application is rejected will have until the end of the administrative/application period specified by the UK (at least two years108) to secure residency status through another route or lose their rights to work and to services.

EU law has allowed, and the Withdrawal Agreement will continue to allow, the UK to require EU residents who are not economically active or studying to hold comprehensive sickness insurance, and also allows them to apply ‘a genuine and effective work test’ to some.109 The UK has claimed that it will do neither of those things in assessing settled status applications.110
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but it has a track record of applying a version of this ‘genuine and effective work’ test to low-income EU citizens seeking to claim social security benefits.¹¹¹

**Full EU Citizenship**

Citizens rights’ while equivalent to the rights of full EU citizens on Brexit day, will not evolve with new EU law in the same manner as for those relying on full EU citizenship. This will create a disparity between two types of EU law – the rights frozen in time as at 29 March 2019, and the situation as it evolves and exists across the EU. For those relying on citizens’ rights provisions, the Phase 1 Report locks in the rights available to EU citizens on Brexit day, in several places. First, the whole agreement is framed by the provision that ‘EU law concepts used in Withdrawal Agreement [will be] interpreted in line with case law of the Court of Justice of the European Union by the specified date’.¹¹² There is additional provision for UK courts to pay due regard to ‘relevant’ decisions of the CJEU that are made after withdrawal.¹¹³ Relevant decisions will be those which are clarifications of pre-Brexit EU citizens’ rights. Second, the agreement notes that the rights that eligible citizens are entitled to are those contained in ‘Articles 18, 21, 45 and 49 TFEU, Article 24 of Directive 2004/38/EC and Regulation (EU) No 492/2011’,¹¹⁴ but does not make provision for similar directives or regulations passed in the future. Third, the Joint Report notes that citizens’ rights provisions establish ‘rights for citizens following on from those established in Union law during the UK’s membership of the European Union’.¹¹⁵ This can be contrasted with the position taken in relation to future social security arrangements, on which the EU and UK will ‘decide jointly on the incorporation of future amendments to those regulations in the Withdrawal Agreement’.¹¹⁶

Within the UK, both of these legal positions will be operating simultaneously. Those EU citizens in the UK on Brexit day will enjoy the frozen benefits of their EU citizenship through the citizens’ rights provisions (and will clearly retain their full evolved EU citizenship for use if they return to the EU area). However, the provisions regarding Ireland and NI (which are not otherwise contained within the citizens’ rights section) guarantee that the people of NI with Irish citizenship ‘will continue to enjoy rights as EU citizens, including where they reside in Northern Ireland’.¹¹⁷ It continues that the Agreement is ‘without prejudice to the rights, opportunities and identity that come with European Union citizenship’.¹¹⁸ This is the correct position, as Irish citizens in NI should be entitled to full and evolving EU rights and not have them frozen in time as a result of Brexit. However, it means that mechanisms will have to be developed to ensure that UK law (at least as far as the people of NI with Irish citizenship are concerned) keeps pace – in perpetuity – with all EU citizenship provisions.
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Common Travel Area Protections

The CTA across Ireland and the UK will provide additional benefits to Irish citizens who rely on the citizens’ rights provisions in the UK.119 The Phase 1 Report allows for the continued operation of the CTA,120 while the UK has noted that its Ireland Act 1949 will be relevant to the interpretation of Irish citizens’ rights after Brexit.121 The act legally provides that Ireland is ‘not a foreign country’ and Irish citizens are not legally included as ‘aliens’ or ‘foreigners’.122 In particular, the UK Government has indicated that the Ireland Act will exempt Irish citizens from having to apply for ‘settled status’ or a ‘temporary residence permit’ in the UK.123 This is a provision of domestic law and could be changed by the UK Parliament, for example to require registration of Irish citizens in the UK, without breaching the Withdrawal Agreement.124 Whether Irish citizens (resident in the UK on Brexit date) in the UK are required to register or not, they will be entitled to the package of EU citizens’ rights for the duration of their residency.

The CTA will also provide some additional reassurance to Irish citizens who would have temporary residency under the Joint Report rules, or for those who are not resident in the UK on Brexit day and therefore might have no automatic citizens’ rights. For other EU citizens, temporary residency will provide the full suite of citizens’ rights but the loss of that temporary residency entitlement under EU law (e.g. by losing one’s status as a ‘worker’)125 would lead to the individual being subject to the standard UK legislation on temporary residence permits and settled status. Irish citizens on losing their EU entitlements would have this option, but would have the additional protections of the CTA arrangements if UK immigration policy on temporary residency was to be tightened after Brexit. The CTA is scattered across many domestic laws, treaties, and informal understandings,126 and its provisions have become closely intertwined with EU law. It is therefore an uncertain and vulnerable framework on which to rely on in its current state. It would be prudent to condense and reiterate the content of the agreement in the near future.

The rights provided under CTA for Irish citizens in the UK (and vice-versa) are not identical to the rights enjoyed by EU citizens resident in the UK on Brexit day, but substantial overlaps do exist. For instance, rights to work without obtaining permission, to education, to healthcare, and to social security are covered by the CTA.127 The EU and UK promise, in the Joint Report,
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125 Directive 2004/38/EC (n81) Article 7(3).
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to continue to coordinate social security so as to make these rights obtainable.\textsuperscript{128} This is of particular relevance for Ireland, which must continue to grant any EU citizens living in the UK and then moving to Ireland the same social security coverage that a UK citizen in a comparable position would enjoy.

When the citizens’ rights protections are afforded under the Phase 1 Report, they are strong and appropriate. However, particular attention should be given to those who do not qualify or who will be under pressure to bring themselves within a residency category. Especially vulnerable will be non-Irish EU citizens in the UK and NI who struggle to establish legal temporary residency before Brexit day. They will have neither citizens’ rights protections nor CTA protections in the UK. This will likely lead to pressure upon them to find employment or study by Brexit day in order to avoid relying on only the rights afforded by UK law. Additionally, as citizens’ rights are only afforded to those in the UK on Brexit day, non-Irish EU citizens living in Ireland who move over the border post-Brexit will have no CTA or citizens’ rights and will have to rely on whatever UK laws are in place.

**EU Access on Brexit Terms**

UK citizens who begin residence in the EU without an EU citizenship (including, from a strict reading of the Phase 1 Report, those ‘people of Northern Ireland’ who have not claimed Irish citizenship) will be in a special position. They will enjoy the rights afforded to them by the as-yet-undecided Withdrawal deal\textsuperscript{129} and, in the context of Ireland, those rights provided under the CTA. Otherwise they will be subject to the national laws in their host country. UK citizens planning to move to an EU member state after 29 March 2019 will face uncertainty until at least the conclusion of the next phase of the negotiations.\textsuperscript{130} At one extreme, with a minimal future relationship between the UK and EU, this could lead to UK citizens who enter the EU after Brexit day relying on whatever conditions are set in the national laws of the EU member states. At the other extreme, a close relationship with the EU after Brexit (a ‘soft Brexit’) could allow UK citizens entering the EU after Brexit many of the same rights they would enjoy today. In this context, the CTA will provide reassurance and rights to UK citizens seeking to move to Ireland after Brexit day (apparently regardless of the outcome of the withdrawal negotiations\textsuperscript{131}).

**UK Domestic Law**

Those EU citizens – potentially including, if the CTA is left unclear, Irish citizens – who arrive in the UK after Brexit day, will be reliant upon the UK’s domestic law. This is an unpredictable place for individuals to be in. The UK can unilaterally and without much notice change policy, and in the current anti-immigration climate in the country, xenophobic clamouring can quickly seep into national law. This is not new for non-EU citizens seeking to migrate to the UK, and

\textsuperscript{128} EU-UK Phase 1 Joint Report (n1) paras 28, 30.
\textsuperscript{129} EU-UK Joint Technical Note on Citizens’ Rights (n88) row 58.
\textsuperscript{131} EU-UK Phase 1 Joint Report (n1) para 54.
their treatment can be observed as an indication of how the UK might treat EU citizens arriving in the UK after Brexit. Non-EU migrants are subjected – amongst other things – to regular checks at banks\textsuperscript{132} and in tenancy applications,\textsuperscript{133} witnesses of crimes having their details passed to immigration enforcement,\textsuperscript{134} high fees,\textsuperscript{135} an ‘immigration health surcharge’,\textsuperscript{136} and the prospect of indefinite detention pending deportation if found to be in the UK illegally.\textsuperscript{137}

The UK has not yet set the specific conditions which will apply in law, but the government has sought to reassure EU citizens in the UK that they are ‘valued’ and that the UK is one of the ‘most tolerant...places in the world’.\textsuperscript{138} However, the Government’s June 2017 Policy Paper on the issue also noted that those EU citizens who arrive in the UK after Brexit ‘should have no expectation of guaranteed settled status’.\textsuperscript{139} Some of the anti-immigration context of the referendum and the emphasis on border control that has been seen in public discourse since, would also seem to predict harsher conditions for those EU citizens arriving in the UK after Brexit. While, under the Citizens’ Rights terms (for those in the UK prior to Brexit day) the UK would also seek to reassure EU citizens in the UK that they are ‘valued’ and in ‘most tolerant…places in the world’.\textsuperscript{138} However, the Government’s June 2017 Policy Paper on the issue also noted that those EU citizens who arrive in the UK after Brexit ‘should have no expectation of guaranteed settled status’.\textsuperscript{139} Some of the anti-immigration context of the referendum and the emphasis on border control that has been seen in public discourse since, would also seem to predict harsher conditions for those EU citizens arriving in the UK after Brexit. While, under the Citizens’ Rights terms (for those in the UK prior to Brexit day) the UK is not entitled to treat different EU nationalities differently, it would be entitled to impose different immigration terms upon different nationalities arriving after Brexit. This might involve, for example, minimal immigration processes for Spanish citizens but much stricter processes for Polish citizens.

The Withdrawal Agreement might yet establish a relationship between the UK and EU that restrains the UK from acting entirely on the basis of its domestic law, and which prevents it from differentiating between EU nationals. In any case, UK Government action in this respect would be restrained by the need to maintain good relationships with other countries which UK nationals prize access to (e.g. imposing harsh immigration terms on Dutch citizens, might be reciprocated by the Netherlands imposing harsh terms on UK citizens). It is also likely –


\textsuperscript{133} A. Bate and A. Bellis, ‘Right to Rent: Private Landlords’ Duty to Carry out Immigration Status Checks’ (2017) House of Commons Library, SN07025.


\textsuperscript{135} For example, an application for Indefinite Leave to Remain costs £2,297 (per person), and an application for a two year visa can cost £337 (per person); Home Office, ‘Home Office Immigration & Nationality Charges’ (2017) [https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/607212/fees_table_April_2017.pdf] (accessed 10 January 2018).
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although not certain – that the UK will eventually be forced to recognise the economic and social necessity of inward EU migration and will develop policy that reflects this.

**Frontier Workers**

The rights of Frontier Workers are given special mention in the Phase 1 Report. Frontier Workers are individuals who live on one side of a border and work on another.\(^{140}\) Approximate figures suggest that there are around 9,000 NI residents working in Ireland and 9,000 Irish residents working in NI,\(^{141}\) and there will be further Great Britain residents travelling to Ireland for work and *vice versa*. Frontier Workers are defined under EU law and the Joint Technical Note as ‘a UK national or an EU citizen pursuing genuine and effective work as an employed or self-employed person in one or more States and who resides in another State’\(^{142}\). Such people have their current rights to work and residence protected.\(^{143}\) This will be most relevant to an individual living in the UK who is a ‘worker’ within the EU at the date of withdrawal. It also includes an EU citizen living in the EU and working in the UK at the date of withdrawal.

In the Irish context, this will require:

- the UK to uphold the existing rights of EU citizen workers resident in the UK who work in Ireland
- the UK to uphold the existing rights of EU citizen workers resident in Ireland who work in the UK
- the Irish Government to uphold the existing rights of UK citizens resident in the UK who work in Ireland
- the Irish Government to uphold the existing rights of UK citizens resident in Ireland who work in the UK

For example, someone who is a ‘worker’ in Cork at the date of withdrawal and who lives in Belfast is protected (providing they have UK or EU citizenship). Ireland must protect their existing rights as a worker and the UK must protect their existing rights as a resident.

These requirements go beyond the ‘Ireland and NI’ and the CTA commitments as they extend working rights to a greater range of people. Most NI residents are entitled to dual UK-Irish citizenship and can maintain these rights through that route. Irish citizens are also entitled to ‘ongoing’ EU rights within NI. However, there are certain categories of individual for whom this is especially important, including those living and working in border communities without an Irish (or EU) citizenship entitlement. For example, as a result of the frontier workers provision, a UK citizen with no entitlement to EU citizenship will be able to continue living in
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Strabane and working in Lifford with the same rights. These rights are only maintained if the Frontier Worker status is maintained so gaps in cross-border employment could result in some individuals permanently losing their right to work in the UK/ Ireland under EU terms. Individuals who stop working across the border will lose these rights, except in some circumstances. These include for reasons of illness, involuntary unemployment after a year or more employment, or the undertaking of vocational training. However, Frontier Workers will only be entitled to a six-month cross-border employment gap where they are on a fixed term contract which is less than one year long or are involuntarily unemployed after less than a year of employment. This potential for the loss of ‘worker’ status, and the loss of the ability to work on the other side of the border, as a consequence of unemployment will lead to increased precarity and fewer employment options for some living at the border. As the point at which individuals are determined to be Frontier Workers or not is on the date of withdrawal, those whose short-term contract ends, or who are made involuntarily unemployed from a short-lived job, at any point until six-months before withdrawal are currently at risk of losing the right to work under EU terms.

It is possible that a bifurcation of the labour market on either side of the border will occur. Those with Irish citizenship or NI residents with that entitlement will have an ongoing entitlement to employment rights on either side of the border, while UK citizens’ access to employment on the Irish side of the border will be subject to the terms of the Withdrawal Agreement and the continuation of CTA terms.

**Family Members**

For those that fall within the citizens’ rights terms (i.e. UK/EU citizens in the EU/UK on Brexit day), there are attached rights to bring family members to their country of residence. These rights are not unlimited, but are substantial. The Joint Report specifies three categories of family member; those legally resident on Brexit day, those who are related but not resident on Brexit day, and those who become related after Brexit day.

Family members will wish to rely on their status *qua* family member, where they are an EU citizen but have no independent right to be in another EU member state (e.g. because they have been in that other EU country beyond the three-month period and are not in work themselves) or where they are a non-EU citizen in which case family member status might be a more straightforward route to legal status within the EU.

The definition of ‘family member’ includes those of any nationality who are,

- spouses or registered partners
- (grand)children of one’s own and of one’s spouse or partner who are under the age of 21
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• (grand)children of one’s own and of one’s spouse or partner who are over 21 but remain dependant
• dependant (grand)parents and dependant (grand)parents of one’s spouse or partner

Other family members not in these categories can also be admitted following checks, if they are partners in a ‘durable relationship’, dependants, or require care by the EU citizen family member due to poor health.  

Family members from these categories who are in a host state in the UK/EU on Brexit day will be entitled to citizens’ rights. For example, Lucie and her family are UK citizens living in Ireland on Brexit day. She fulfils the conditions to have her own permanent residency in Ireland, but her wife and children do not. They will all have citizens’ rights.

Family members who were not abroad in a host state on Brexit day with the ‘primary family member’, but who were related to that person will have a right to join their family member in the future for as long as they remain related. For example, Suzanne is a Polish citizen who has a job and legal residence in the UK on Brexit day, but her husband Anatol remains in Poland. He can join her at any point in the future as long as they remain married. He would receive full citizens’ rights.

The Joint Report also agrees that the UK and EU27 will facilitate the residency of those who are in a ‘durable relationship’ but who are not married or in a registered partnership on Brexit day. While the Report commits to facilitate residency, it does not afford full citizens’ rights for such persons. There is therefore a clear advantage to being married or in a registered partnership on Brexit day if one’s relationship spans borders in this manner, as you would retain your EU citizens’ rights. For example, if Suzanne and Anatol were not married on Brexit day but were in a durable relationship, he would be facilitated in taking up residency in the UK as long as they maintained that relationship. He would not receive the benefits of citizens’ rights but would be accorded rights as set down in UK domestic law.

Those who become related after Brexit day are in a more challenging position. The Joint Report only covers children (who can become related by birth or adoption). For children born after Brexit day to be covered by the Phase 1 Report’s provisions, they must either:

• have two parents with EU citizens’ rights;
• have one parent with EU citizens’ rights who has sole or joint custody, or
• have one parent with EU citizens’ rights and another who is a citizen of the host state.

These provisions will cover most children. However, children who are legally in the sole custody of a parent without citizens’ rights will be left without rights to join family members after Brexit under the terms of the Report. For example, if a child born after Brexit day, whose
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father is a French citizen living in the UK and whose mother lives anywhere outside the UK on Brexit day, was found according to domestic law to be in the sole custody of her mother, then she might not be entitled to join her father in the UK. Other than children, those who become related after Brexit day will have to rely on domestic law in order to join their family member.\textsuperscript{154}

If on Brexit day, family members are in a host country with only ‘retained rights’\textsuperscript{155} following the death, departure, or – in some circumstances – the divorce of the EU citizen whose rights the family were reliant upon, their rights to residence will continue (but to pass into permanent residency will require additional conditions to be met).\textsuperscript{156}

There appears to be nothing in the Joint Report that would prevent citizens’ rights being passed through generations for as long as the Withdrawal Agreement remains in force. For example, two EU citizens in the UK on Brexit day would retain citizens’ rights, if they later have a child she would enjoy citizens’ rights, and that child could pass citizens’ rights onto her children (even if her partner does not have citizens’ rights). This passing could continue into the future, and the UK would have continuing EU law obligations as a result. It is not clear that this is intended by the parties.

**Healthcare (including EHIC)**

For those on citizens’ rights terms or retaining full EU rights, the healthcare and EHIC rules as they apply on Brexit day will continue to apply.\textsuperscript{157} This will protect those who are temporary or permanent residents in another member state on Brexit day.\textsuperscript{158} It will protect – under the Withdrawal Agreement – those UK citizens who are legally in Ireland according to EU law on Brexit day and those Irish citizens who are legally in the UK according to EU law on Brexit day. It will protect ‘Frontier Workers’ who have lives which are split across the border on Brexit day. The Withdrawal Agreement will not protect those UK citizens (including those in NI) who move to Ireland or who require treatment when visiting the Republic of Ireland after Brexit day. Neither will the Withdrawal Agreement protect Irish citizens’ healthcare and EHIC rights if they move to or visit GB (and perhaps NI too) after Brexit.

The UK Government maintains that the CTA covers health rights for UK and Irish citizens, but the legal source of these entitlements in both the UK and Ireland is unclear following the loss of the EU’s healthcare rules. At best, these rights derive from a scattered collection of UK-Ireland agreements and reciprocal legal provisions, at worst they are on the basis of informal understandings or governmental statements. Furthermore, there does exist legal authority in GB\textsuperscript{159} and NI\textsuperscript{160} to charge fees for NHS services for those not ordinarily resident in the respective areas.
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\textsuperscript{159} National Health Service Act 2006, s175.
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Non-Irish EU citizens crossing borders after Brexit day do not, according to the agreements in the Phase 1 Report, have EHIC rights. This could prevent frictionless travel across the Irish border, as these EU citizens could lose healthcare coverage on crossing the border. An agreement by the EU and UK could avoid this crucial loss of rights at the border and provide EHIC-equivalent protection for Non-Irish EU citizens in at least NI.

As noted above, citizens’ rights can be lost when valid residency ends and EHIC rules will mirror this. Similarly, the retention of permanent residents’ status following up to five years of absence from the UK/EU will also apply in the healthcare context. The consequence of the tying of EHIC to residency is that the loss of residency under the Withdrawal Agreement will also result in the loss of EHIC provisions. Domestic laws (in the ‘competent’ paying state or host state) might allow a person who has lost their EU residency entitlement to remain in the country, but might downgrade or remove their healthcare entitlements. The loss of residency within the terms of the Withdrawal Agreement might therefore have significant implications for individuals. For example, a Spanish citizen with temporary residency in the UK who voluntarily leaves their job without moving into other employment, training, retirement or self-sufficiency would lose their residency under the citizens’ rights terms and would also lose their entitlement to EHIC rights. Although they may retain health rights or residency through UK domestic law, neither of these are currently required by the Withdrawal Agreement.

The people of Northern Ireland with Irish citizenship appear to be afforded full EU citizenship rights and opportunities.161 For most of those individuals, however, the UK will continue to be the competent ‘member state’ which is liable for the cost of reimbursing treatments abroad.162 The UK will therefore be continually liable for the costs of Irish NI people receiving certain healthcare and using their EHIC rights. This will apply for those who are not in the EU on Brexit day, and even for those who are not even born yet. These NI individuals will not be entirely unique. The UK will also continue to be liable to reimburse certain healthcare costs of UK citizens abroad in the EU on Brexit day, and their descendants (so long as they maintain their residency in the EU).

**Monitoring of Citizens’ Rights Protections**

UK citizens with citizens’ rights in EU member states post Brexit will retain their current access to EU law mechanisms to protect their interests. However, there is more difficulty in overseeing the UK’s maintenance of EU citizens’ rights once the transitional post-Brexit arrangements end. The Phase 1 Report envisages a number of measures to ensure the protection of citizens’ rights, which can be discussed in terms of legislative defences, protection in the event of a breach, and monitoring functions.

The Phase 1 Report seeks to avoid the rights of EU citizens in the UK being violated following Brexit. It requires the UK to enact a number of legislative measures to prevent future diminution of those rights. The first requires the incorporation of the citizens’ rights into UK domestic law (including a direct reference to the Withdrawal Agreement). The UK is
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furthermore required to give legislative primacy to the Withdrawal Agreement. This would mean that the citizens’ rights would prevail over UK law whenever it is passed. In UK public law this would amount to the Withdrawal Agreement having special ‘constitutional’ status.\(^\text{163}\) The only way that Parliament could legislate contrary to citizens’ rights would be to expressly set aside its terms. In addition to these safeguards which are proposed in the Phase 1 Report, it would additionally be useful for the UK INA to have a role in scrutinising legislation. Such scrutiny would aid Parliament and help prevent the passing of laws which are accidentally contrary to citizens’ rights terms. This would provide clarity at an earlier stage and avoid the prospect of overly burdening the courts.

If the UK Parliament does legislate in a manner which conflicts with the Withdrawal Agreement’s citizens’ rights terms or if it does not implement these terms effectively, the Phase 1 Report assigns a role to the UK courts. This vital role will replace the ability of EU citizens in the UK to petition the European Commission regarding the UK’s non-fulfilment of its obligations and the Commission’s ability to take action against the UK before the CJEU.\(^\text{164}\) The Phase 1 Report stipulates that individuals should be able to rely upon their citizens’ rights directly in UK courts (i.e. they can rely on their rights as the basis of a claim, and not merely as shield against actions brought against them under domestic law). In considering citizens’ rights, UK courts must follow EU case law as it exists on Brexit day,\(^\text{165}\) and to have ‘due regard’ to relevant cases which are concluded after Brexit.\(^\text{166}\) For eight years after Brexit the UK courts will continue to have permission to ‘ask the CJEU questions of interpretation’ with regard to EU citizens’ rights, a process very similar to the current preliminary reference procedure under EU law.\(^\text{167}\)

The Phase 1 Report specifies that the European Commission will have a right to intervene in relevant UK court cases. This is quite a remarkable step and indicates that the Commission does not intend to ‘leave the UK to it’ in interpreting the meaning and application of citizens’ rights. The INA, which has yet to have its role fully negotiated, must also have the responsibility to initiate and intervene in relevant cases. Such a role will ensure that the burden of clarifying and enforcing citizens’ rights does not fall to individuals with limited resources, and is conducted in a systematic manner. Without this responsibility, the INA is likely to become side-lined in the determination of legal questions relating to citizens’ rights and will be all-but toothless.

Finally, while the provisions relating to legislation and the courts are important, a range of monitoring functions which are carried out by EU institutions will be lost upon Brexit. The INA must be empowered and resourced to monitor how citizens’ rights are implemented on the ground, and to take up with the UK Government any practical issues which are preventing the enjoyment of citizens’ rights. For example, one issue which will be essential to allowing the proper enjoyment of citizens’ rights, is the creation of a more tolerant and open society. This is an issue which will require cooperation amongst the UK’s human rights institutions and other statutory bodies, as discussed in Chapter 6 of this Report.

\(^{163}\) In its impact upon subsequent legislation the Withdrawal Agreement legislation would be comparable to the HRA 1998. See also Thoburn v Sunderland City Council (n2) [60].
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\(^{165}\) EU-UK Phase 1 Joint Report (n1) para 9.

\(^{166}\) EU-UK Phase 1 Joint Report (n1) para 38.

\(^{167}\) EU-UK Phase 1 Joint Report (n1) para 38.


**Recommendations**

16. Parties to the negotiations should reflect on the prudence of creating at least nine categories of residents and rights in Northern Ireland. In particular, attention to avoiding the divisiveness of the categories and ensuring simplicity and equivalence of rights is required.

17. The IHREC, NIHRC, and Irish Government should clarify the Withdrawal Agreement’s position on individuals in Northern Ireland who are not Irish citizens. This clarification should include the effects of automatic versus claimed Irish citizenship upon EU rights.

18. Public authorities in Ireland and Northern Ireland should undertake an extensive public information campaign on rights entitlements following Brexit.

19. The UK Government should commit in the Withdrawal Agreement to preserving the common set of entitlements for all Irish citizens (whether linked to Northern Ireland or not), in order to avoid significant administrative/definitional issues.

20. The IHREC, NIHRC, and Irish Government should seek explicit guarantees that the people of Northern Ireland with Irish citizenship will be entitled to full and evolving EU citizenship rights and opportunities. This will entail working with the UK to develop mechanisms to ensure those rights are reflected in UK law as EU standards develop.

21. The UK and EU should clarify whether the five-year residency period can be accrued after Brexit day and whether permanent residency can be sought on EU terms on the basis of such accrued residency.

22. The Irish Government, EU institutions and member states, the IHREC and the NIHRC should seek assurances from the UK on the treatment of individuals not covered by citizens’ rights or the Common Travel Area following Brexit.

23. The Irish Government should work with the UK on an ongoing basis to ensure clarity regarding post-Brexit immigration rules as far in advance of Brexit as possible.

24. Alongside its EU counterparts, the Irish Government should apply pressure to the UK not to apply different rules to EU citizens from different countries post Brexit.

25. The Irish Government and Northern Ireland authorities should immediately provide information for Cross Border job centre advisors to avoid economic hardship as a result of the Withdrawal Agreement.

26. The Irish Government should agree with the UK to allow gaps in employment of longer than six months for Frontier Workers, especially those living proximate to the border.

27. The Irish Government should work with EU partners to ensure people in durable relationships on Brexit day are treated in a manner equivalent to those who are married or in a registered partnership by the Withdrawal Agreement.

28. The Irish Government and Northern Ireland authorities should ensure full information is provided to those in doubt about their rights as a family member.
29. The UK and Ireland should, as a matter of urgency and before Brexit, clarify and enshrine within treaty and domestic law the Common Travel Area understanding of EHIC-equivalent healthcare.

30. Ireland should negotiate with the UK and the EU for the extension of EHIC-equivalent healthcare for Non-Irish EU citizens arriving in NI after Brexit to facilitate cross-border travel.
5. Cooperative Justice Arrangements

The EU’s cooperative justice arrangements, once designated as the Justice and Home Affairs Pillar, showcase the UK’s difficulties with EU membership. On one level, these activities highlighted how far the remit of the EU had expanded beyond the core single-market concerns of the EEC, however, the UK Government was often a leading actor in developing this EU role. Under the Coalition Government of 2010-2015 the Conservative Party expressed its concern over the CJEU’s increased role in overseeing cooperative justice arrangements. As a result, in 2014, the UK instituted opt-outs from some of these arrangements, indicating how contentious this element of relations between the UK and EU had become ahead of the 2016 referendum.

The UK, therefore, had already ‘partially Brexited’ from criminal justice cooperation. But Parliament permitted the UK Government to retain other cooperative measures. Theresa May, then Home Secretary, argued that abandoning these measures ‘would seriously harm the capability of our law enforcement agencies to keep the public safe’. It is notable that during the referendum campaign the future Prime Minister explicitly highlighted cooperative justice arrangements as a major benefit of EU membership.

The UK Government has insisted that it is pursuing a comprehensive deal with the EU which extends beyond trade. Although the elements of the current EU arrangements which the UK Government considers to be part of such a comprehensive deal remain mutable, security and policing co-operation have been prominent priorities for the UK Government. The Phase 1 Report, however, provides little detail on the future shape of cooperation over crime or policing.

Although cooperative justice arrangements were not part of the opening phase of Brexit negotiations, the UK Government’s insistence that Brexit will ‘bring to an end’ the CJEU’s jurisdiction with regard to any aspects of UK law makes these issues particularly intractable. Below, the relationship between the UK’s negotiating position and the existing EU justice and security measures will be mapped. This includes moves towards replacing or retaining the European Arrest Warrant, prisoner repatriation and deportation arrangements, information
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sharing and data collection, and involvement in Europol. The final sections below address the potential arrangements for judicial oversight of post-Brexit cooperative justice measures.

**European Arrest Warrant**

The European Arrest Warrant (EAW) entered force in 2004 as a measure to replace traditional extradition procedures between EU member states in order to facilitate the transfer between justice systems of individuals facing criminal prosecution or prison sentence.\(^{176}\) The UK makes considerable use of this system, both in terms of suspects transferred into and out of its jurisdiction.\(^{177}\) With regard to NI, over two thirds of the EAWs sought by the PSNI between 2007 and 2017 involved a request to the Republic of Ireland (113 out of 154 in total).\(^{178}\) It can therefore be of little surprise that the PSNI Chief Constable, George Hamilton, informed a House of Commons Committee that EAWs ‘are essential in tackling terrorism, organised and volume crime across the island of Ireland’.\(^{179}\) The UK Government has indicated that maintaining the EAW after Brexit, or making equivalent arrangements is a priority.

The operation of the EAW system is overseen by domestic courts and, since 2009, the CJEU has enjoyed the jurisdiction to hear references from domestic courts regarding the operation of the EAW.\(^{180}\) The CJEU’s interpretation of EU law within a preliminary ruling issued in response to such a reference, is binding upon the domestic courts of member states. In the course of such rulings the CJEU applies the provisions of the EU CFR,\(^{181}\) with its construction of fair hearing rights,\(^{182}\) the right to liberty,\(^{183}\) and the rights to private and family life,\(^{184}\) being particularly important in the EAW context. With regard to all of these rights, the CFR recognises the comparable ECHR rights as the base-line standard.\(^{185}\)

Whereas the European Court of Human Rights sets minimum rights standards, permitting divergences in protections across ECHR states, de Boer notes that an attempt by the CJEU to follow this model ‘would conflict with the demands of primacy, uniformity and effectiveness of EU law’.\(^{186}\) The EAW system allows for rapid transfers in large part because it operates ‘on
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the basis of the principle of mutual recognition’. In short, the EAW operates on a presumption that EU member states maintain equivalent protections for defendants in their criminal justice systems. This presumption colours the interpretation of human rights protections which exist in the UK’s implementing legislation.

The system and the CJEU’s protection of rights within it, is not without its criticisms. The extent to which fair hearing rights are protected in the context of the EAW has been questioned, and in particular, the lack of a proportionality test in the issuing of an EAW. In responding to these criticisms the UK Government has consistently emphasised the value of the EAW in protecting the interests of victims of crime.

Notwithstanding these criticisms, the CJEU nonetheless acts as the ultimate arbiter upon the operation of the EAW system. This is potentially problematic when the EU (Withdrawal) Bill denies any further role for the CJEU in the interpretation of UK law. The Phase 1 negotiation agreement sustains this major element of the UK Government’s Brexit policy, and – at least in the citizens’ rights context – acknowledges that any residual jurisdiction of the CJEU will lapse after an eight-year transition period post-Brexit.

The status of the CJEU post-Brexit is already shaping the engagement of UK courts with EU law. Before the Joint Report agreed that there would be a transition period and that active cases before the CJEU would be taken to their conclusion notwithstanding Brexit, the NI Court of Appeal refused to countenance a reference to the CJEU on the effectiveness of the UK’s transposition of the Council Framework Decision implementing the EAW on the basis that ‘such a reference … would … be largely academic’.

However much the UK Government claim to prioritise the maintenance of the EAW, this goal is all-but incompatible with its refusal to countenance any CJEU oversight in any area of law and its side-lining of the CFR in the UK’s post-Brexit arrangements. Common rights standards and the oversight of the CJEU are both fundamental facets of the system.

Several individuals across the EU have used Brexit to challenge their transfer to the UK under an EAW, a development which is already impacting upon the effectiveness of the system. In Ireland, several individuals subject to EAWs issued by the UK Government have instituted legal challenges, one of which is to be considered by the Supreme Court.
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on the basis of Brexit, it is entirely possible that a domestic court elsewhere within the EU will question whether the UK remains entitled to the mutual recognition of its processes.

The strain already being placed upon the EAW arrangements ahead of Brexit, and the barrier to negotiating a retention of these arrangements if the UK seeks to abandon the CFR and sever all CJEU jurisdiction post-Brexit, necessitates the evaluation of alternative arrangements. Although Norway and Iceland are not EU member states, a ‘suspect surrender agreement’ has reached (but has not yet entered force). This will allow them to participate in a system which is in many respects akin to the EAW (although a political offence exception is retained, and parties can refuse to transfer their own citizens).\textsuperscript{196}

This Agreement provides a potential model for the UK to pursue after Brexit, in particular because it does not impose the jurisdiction of the CJEU, with disputes over the operation of the arrangements being referred to a meeting of governmental representatives.\textsuperscript{197} Nonetheless, these arrangements do presuppose that few disputes will arise as the CJEU and the domestic courts in Norway and Iceland will be content to have regard to developments in each other’s’ jurisprudence.\textsuperscript{198} Under any equivalent arrangements post-Brexit, the CJEU would likely remain the key interpretive institution influencing the shape of these arrangements and UK courts would have to have some regard to its findings. Furthermore, Norway and Iceland’s membership of the Schengen free movement area facilitates this arrangement (but is not determinative, given that the UK has operated the EAW effectively outside the Schengen zone). Negotiation of such an alternative arrangement to the EAW does open up the possibility of enhancing the protections for individuals within the system, which should include consideration of a proportionality requirement upon the operation of such a measure.\textsuperscript{199}

Although the negotiation of the Norway-Iceland arrangements began soon after the commencement of the EAW, and were agreed in 2006, they have yet to enter force (despite common criminal justice standards and a shared commitment to the ECHR rights). A similar gestation period for any agreement between the UK and the EU post-Brexit would therefore necessitate the UK falling back upon the Council of Europe extradition arrangements.\textsuperscript{200} The UK and other EU member states retain these treaty arrangements and continue to employ them in cases involving countries including Russia.

This Council of Europe’s extradition arrangements could avoid a situation whereby cooperative pursuit of suspects between the UK and EU member states halts if it is not included in the Withdrawal Agreement or subsequent deal. Some commentators suggest that the EAW provisions explicitly supersede the Council of Europe Convention as it applies


\textsuperscript{197} EU Council Decision 2006/697/EC (n196) Article 36.

\textsuperscript{198} EU Council Decision 2006/697/EC (n196) Article 37.


\textsuperscript{200} European Convention on Extradition (13 December 1957).
between EU member states, and that the UK will therefore have to ensure that EU states with monist legal orders take steps to revive these arrangements post-Brexit. This potential problem is possibly overstated; the Council of Europe arrangements which were put into abeyance whilst the UK is an EU member state will be reinvigorated post-Brexit unless other agreed arrangements take their place. But in Ireland the domestic legislation activating these arrangements has changed since the advent of the EAW, and new legislation would need to be enacted to restart this system.

Reviving these extradition arrangements is nonetheless a very different proposition from the EAW. First, individuals challenging extradition proceedings post-Brexit would enjoy more protections than they do under the EAW system. This arguably comes at the expense of the speedy administration of criminal justice. As the Director of Public Prosecutions for England and Wales informed one parliamentary committee, ‘when we looked at casework, either outside the EU or prior to the EAW, we were talking months and years rather than the days and weeks we currently have’. Second, the European Convention on Extradition contains exceptions not found in the EAW, which can become the subject of prolonged litigation (as seen in a number of high-profile cases during the NI conflict). A memo from the NI Department of Justice on post-Brexit arrangements, released under a Freedom of Information request, effectively summarised this problem; whereas the ‘EAW has removed the political dimension from extradition’, upon Brexit ‘[t]he extradition process could become toxic once again’.

Prisoner Repatriation and Deportation

Under EU law, cooperative justice arrangements have extended to provide for an expedited system of prisoner transfer between EU member states. In 2014, the then Home Secretary Theresa May defended these measures as being necessary to ‘get foreign criminals out of our prisons’. The ‘compulsory’ arrangements concluded as part of transfer agreements under the EU Prisoner Transfer Framework Decision potentially allow for transfer of prisoners without their consent. Again, these EU justice measures rely on mutual recognition of standards across justice and prison systems, and raise issues of fundamental rights.
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5. Cooperative Justice Arrangements

These arrangements supplant earlier Council of Europe treaties on prisoner exchange as they apply between EU member states. These arrangements have not been smooth; fewer than 300 EU foreign national prisoners have been transferred from UK prisons since the arrangements came into effect in 2011. In 2016 the House of Commons Home Affairs Select Committee highlighted the slow progress towards transferring EU foreign nationals during their sentences. At 764 prisoners, Irish citizens (excluding prisoners from NI) were the UK’s second largest group of foreign national prisoners. Ireland has not concluded a compulsory prisoner transfer agreement with the UK under these EU arrangements. Indeed, with Ireland’s prison population numbering less than 4000, the effect of compulsory transfer of Irish citizens incarcerated in UK prisons upon Ireland’s prison infrastructure would be dramatic.

In Parliament, the EU arrangements have been referred to as ‘the all-singing, all-dancing EU prisoner transfer directive’, and Ireland’s position is described as a failure to implement its provisions. But transfer agreements are concluded under the auspices of an EU Council Framework Decision, which gives much more latitude to EU member states than a directive. Had Ireland engaged with the UK’s overtures and concluded an agreement, this would not necessarily change the picture. As one Home Office minister, responding to recent questions about the negligible use of these provisions pointed out, ‘even with prisoner transfer agreements, it is down to the receiving country to take those prisoners’.

Post Brexit the UK can potentially fall back upon earlier Council of Europe treaties covering prisoner transfer. Both the UK and Ireland have ratified the Council of Europe Convention on the Transfer of Sentenced Persons. Brexit will not, of itself, alter these arrangements. This treaty permits, but does not oblige, state parties to agree to transfer foreign national prisoners to their country of citizenship. Under the original treaty such transfers required the consent of the prisoner, but the UK has ratified the 1997 Additional Protocol which permits the transfer of prisoners without their consent. Ireland has also ratified the Additional Protocol, but has declared that it will not take prisoners in such circumstances on the basis of these arrangements. Prisoner transfers between the UK and Ireland will therefore not accelerate post-Brexit under such arrangements.

UK legislation permits the Home Secretary to order the deportation of any ‘foreign criminal’ who has been convicted of one of a range of specified criminal offences and sentenced to a term of imprisonment of more than 12 months. Under this legislation the deportation of foreign national offenders from the UK following the completion of prison sentences is likely to continue apace after Brexit, with 40000 having been returned to their country of citizenship.
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since 2010.\textsuperscript{222} This power directly impacts upon the private and family life of those affected, and where they are EU citizens they can currently rely upon EU free movement law and the EU CFR to resist deportation.\textsuperscript{223} On the UK Government’s current approach to Brexit these protections will be lost following the UK’s withdrawal from the EU, and alternate rights protections under the HRA 1998 have been weakened by UK legislation.\textsuperscript{224}

The UK Government considers that these measures are applicable to Irish citizens resident in the UK.\textsuperscript{225} Nonetheless, in light of the unique position enjoyed by Irish citizens in UK law, ministers gave assurances during the passage of the UK Borders Act 2007 that these powers would only be applied to Irish citizens when a judge had specifically recommended post-sentence deportation or the Home Secretary identified an overriding public interest in deportation.\textsuperscript{226} This also applies to Irish citizens in NI. No case has yet fully tested how the courts will apply these provisions to Irish citizens in light of the terms of the Ireland Act 1949, whereby the ‘Republic of Ireland is not a foreign country for the purposes of any law in force in any part of the United Kingdom’.\textsuperscript{227} However, examples provided of the sort of exceptional circumstances are a terrorism offence, murder or a serious sexual or violent offence.\textsuperscript{228}

**Policing and Prosecutorial Cooperation**

Europol has been fully integrated into the EU as its Agency for Law Enforcement Cooperation since 2010.\textsuperscript{229} Its primary function is to support the law enforcement authorities of EU member states in their efforts to tackle serious cross-border crime. As such, only EU member states are entitled to full membership of Europol, although many other states enjoy strategic and operational partnerships with the Agency, and some third-country partners operate bureaux of law enforcement officers alongside those of EU member states. Indeed, one such partner state, the United States of America, currently maintains the largest of the liaison bureaux hosted by Europol.

Although the UK’s involvement in European-wide policing cooperation will be diminished by Brexit, these negative effects are likely to be mitigated by the conclusion of a new strategic and operational partnership with Europol. Nonetheless, it must be emphasised that a third-country arrangement does not substitute for full involvement in Europol, and in particular the UK will lose its say in setting the Agency’s priorities.\textsuperscript{230} Moreover, any such agreement as a third country partner could take considerable time to conclude and would be subject to the approval of the European Parliament.\textsuperscript{231}

The 2014 opt-outs highlighted the UK Government’s desire for Europol to remain an intergovernmental tool for policing cooperation, and its resistance to moves towards the EU
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having an integrated and autonomous capacity to tackle cross-border crime. Upon Brexit, the UK’s constraining influence over these developments will be removed. Further integration of European policing could therefore proceed at a pace, and Ireland could consequently find itself dividing its attention on cross border crime between the work of an increasingly integrated and autonomous EU agency and an essentially bilateral relationship with the UK.

The bilateral relationship between law enforcement authorities on the island of Ireland was bolstered prior to Brexit by the announcement that a Joint Agency Task Force was to be established under the 2015 Fresh Start Agreement. The Task Force, operative since early 2016, consists of officers from the PSNI, An Garda Síochána, the Revenue Commissioners and HM Revenue and Customs and enhances cooperation on specific areas of cross-border crime. In terms of North-South policing cooperation in Ireland/NI, this Task Force provides the foundations of an effective bilateral relationship.

An enhanced bilateral policing relationship Brexit will oblige the PSNI and An Garda Síochána to devote more resources to cross-border crime, including smuggling and people trafficking. Should the legal movement of goods or people across the land border become more difficult then criminal efforts to circumvent these restrictions will become more attractive. Beyond these solutions to the coordination of policing responses, sharing of information regarding crime could become a more pressing problem post-Brexit.

‘Hot pursuits’ present a specific ongoing problem for cross border policing in Ireland. Neither the PSNI nor An Garda Síochána are permitted to continue pursuit of suspects who cross the border out of their jurisdiction. In the remainder of the EU, covered by the Schengen Agreement, cross-border police pursuits of suspects are permissible. As an Oireachtas Joint Committee Report has noted, these provisions provide ‘an EU precedent which facilitates the pursuit of criminals over international borders’. In the interests of enhancing policing cooperation post-Brexit, legislation within the UK and Ireland should be considered to allow the CTA to mirror these aspects of the Schengen Acquis.

Eurojust is an EU Agency tasked with improving cooperation between prosecutorial/investigatory authorities across EU states. Although the real-time cooperation achieved under the auspices of Eurojust has been characterised as ‘essential’ for the UK’s prosecutorial authorities, it is also likely to be difficult to sustain after Brexit. The required oversight of EU institutions, and particularly the CJEU, of investigations involving Eurojust, effectively prevents these measures from being retained in the absence of the UK
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Government changing its position on terminating the CJEU’s jurisdiction over all aspects of UK law. Eurojust nonetheless maintains co-operation agreements with third countries including Norway, Switzerland and the United States of America, providing for the exchange of liaison prosecutors. The UK Government have highlighted the potential of such arrangements, and also for bilateral agreements on cooperation in this field with EU states (with Ireland likely to be a priority). 240

**Information and Data Sharing for Criminal Justice Purposes**

In addition to the operational policing cooperation fostered by Europol, the law enforcement authorities of EU member states are able to draw directly upon a range of systems to access information of relevance to cross-border investigations. The UK has played a leading role in developing these tools for tackling serious and organised crime through EU mechanisms, particularly in the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks. 241

The information technology systems required to share this information are managed by eu-LISA. As recently as November 2017 the UK Government notified Parliament that ‘it is in the national interest to continue participating in eu-LISA’ and that it was planning to opt into new measures for information sharing ahead of Brexit. 242 The EU’s most important information sharing/data collection mechanisms which the UK could lose access to post-Brexit are summarised as follows:

- The Europol Information System (EIS) pools information from EU member states about criminal actors. Through the UK’s membership of Europol its law enforcement agencies can access this information directly to assist in their criminal investigations.
- The European Criminal Records Information System (ECRIS) provides a secure electronic platform for sharing criminal record information between EU member states. 243
- The Prüm Decisions allow the law enforcement agencies of EU member states to search for biometric and vehicle registration data against other member states’ databases. 244
- The Schengen Information System (SIS II) provides alerts about ongoing law enforcement investigations across much of the EU. 245 This database was constructed for countries within the Schengen Acquis (Ireland is not currently party to SIS II arrangements), illustrating the extent of current UK integration.
- Passenger Name Records (PNR) are collated by carriers as part of the travel booking process (covering, for example, details of how a booking was made, the name of the traveller, contact details, and travel
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itinerary. PNR analysis therefore helps to track the movements of serious criminals.\textsuperscript{246}

Some have warned that, if no deal is reached regarding information sharing, that ‘there is a risk that [the UK] will be the kind of Brazil of Europe ... it would be more attractive for criminals to come here and less easy to find them without these databases’.\textsuperscript{247} The UK has already tried to live without some of these measures; opting out of Prüm in 2014 and relying on data sharing through Interpol instead. Less than a year after opting out, the UK Government sought to rejoin Prüm, recognising that doing so ‘would be in the national interest as it would help us to identify foreign criminals and solve serious crimes’.\textsuperscript{248} The importance of reaching an agreement for access to these EU law enforcement tools does not detract from the difficulty of putting such a deal in place. Any access deal will, as with cooperation agreements with Europol and Eurojust, be subject to approval by the European Parliament.

With regard to data protection, the UK Government has emphasised that withdrawing from the EU CFR and the jurisdiction of the CJEU will prevent interference with the UK’s security policy. Of particular controversy is the CJEU’s assessment in Watson and Davis of the UK’s intrusive legal arrangements concerning data intercept and retention under the Data Retention and Investigatory Powers Act 2014.\textsuperscript{249} The implication of the UK’s position on EU ‘interference’ with its security policy is that the UK Government will not seek to maintain data protection arrangements comparable to those of the Charter post Brexit. However, if the UK does seek to hollow out these protections, the EU institutions will likely be resistant to any arrangement which permits data sharing. It is notable in this regard that in Schrems, the CJEU focused upon the lack of scrutiny of the United States’ data protection standards in striking down data sharing arrangements between the EU and the United States.\textsuperscript{250}

**Policy Implications of Brexit for Cross-Border Justice Arrangements**

In summary, the threats to cross-border justice arrangements discussed above are severe. As Campbell summarises, ‘Brexit will lead inevitably to a diminution in the level and nature of cooperation between the UK and remaining EU member states, for structural, legal, political, and practical reasons’.\textsuperscript{251} The UK Government has insisted that the EU will be willing to offer it a comparable package of criminal justice measures post-Brexit out of a desire to retain the benefits of including the UK in the cross-border fight against crime. This analysis is, however, simplistic. EU leaders could instead prioritise the benefits of deepening integration in this field, taking steps so far prevented by the UK. Moreover, as was demonstrated above, legal barriers ultimately prevent the UK from retaining the current package of measures as a non-member state.

The different strands of cooperative or integrated activity which takes place under the auspices of the EU in the field of criminal justice form an interlinking package. The Irish and UK Governments must ensure that Brexit negotiations in this field do not only fixate upon the
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replacement of high-profile measures, such as the EAW, as this undermines much of the cumulative value of the EU’s current arrangements for cross-border policing in NI/Ireland. Any negotiation of a replacement of the EAW should focus on three factors; the provision of an adequate judicial oversight mechanism which takes account of developing EAW jurisprudence, the need to maintain comparable standards of rights protections (and at the least a proportionality requirement upon the exercise of any replacement measure) and the need for a replacement measure to exclude discretion over the transfer of a country’s citizens (as discretion on this basis can slow the surrender of suspects).

In the alternative to some replacement for the EAW being negotiated, a return to extradition arrangements and will have serious consequences for cross-border policing in Ireland. Such a step will also require legislation in both Ireland and the UK ahead of Brexit to reform the arrangement put in place under the Extradition Act 2003 (UK) and European Arrest Warrant Act 2003 (Ireland).

The UK’s arrangements for post-incarceration deportation that apply to Irish citizens could become a pressing issue post-Brexit. At present, the UK Government applies discretion not to enforce the provisions of the UK Borders Act 2007 to Irish citizens in most circumstances. But the legal protection for these interests is at best unclear, given that it largely rests upon the Ireland Act 1949. As discussed above, the dated and opaque arrangements which govern the CTA are a recurring problem. Whilst the CTA arrangements were to a certain extent buttressed by EU citizenship rights in UK law, this lack of clarity could be down-played. With Brexit looming, the UK and Irish Governments should now take the opportunity to reach an agreement clarifying the status and rights of each other’s citizens within their respective jurisdictions and to reflect this agreement in domestic legislation.

In order to ensure that NI’s law enforcement agencies retain at least effective indirect access to EU information and data sharing measures in their collaborative cross-border investigations, steps should be taken to expand the staff base and remit of the Joint Agency Task Force established in 2016. Consideration should also be given to whether the CTA should make allowance for police involved in ‘hot pursuit’ situations, as provided for under the Schengen Acquis.

**Recommendations**

31. All parties to the negotiations should ensure that the replacement of the European Arrest Warrant provides for adequate judicial oversight mechanisms which take account of developing EAW jurisprudence, maintains comparable standards of rights protections, and excludes discretion over the transfer of a country’s citizens.

32. The UK and Ireland should prepare, as a contingency in the event of no replacement EAW being negotiated, legislation to be passed ahead of Brexit to reform the arrangements currently in force under the Extradition Act 2003 (UK) and European Arrest Warrant Act 2003 (Ireland).

33. The UK and Irish Governments should seek to clarify the status and rights of each other’s citizens within their respective criminal justice systems, in particular with regard to post-sentence deportation, and to reflect such an agreement in domestic legislation.
34. The staff base and remit of the Joint Agency Task Force should be expanded to sustain collaborative cross-border investigations post Brexit.

35. The UK and Irish Governments should consider whether the Common Travel Area should make allowance for police involved in ‘hot pursuit’ situations, as provided for under the Schengen Acquis.
6. Non-Diminution and Equivalence

The GFA’s human rights protections have been framed by some as either an irrelevance or an inconvenience,\textsuperscript{252} they are instead a common thread running through the entire text; a pledge not to return to the abuses which characterised the NI conflict. The GFA records that;

The tragedies of the past have left a deep and profoundly regrettable legacy of suffering. We must never forget those who have died or been injured, and their families. But we can best honour them through a fresh start, in which we firmly dedicate ourselves...to the protection and vindication of the human rights of all.\textsuperscript{253}

In addition to the commemorative function of human rights, the GFA also explicitly designates them as a safeguard to ensure the proper operation of NI’s democratic institutions,\textsuperscript{254} as a building block of a harmonious society,\textsuperscript{255} and an important aspect of North-South cooperation and equivalence.\textsuperscript{256}

The GFA does not require the UK’s or Ireland’s membership of the EU, but it does assume continued membership\textsuperscript{257} and its terms are likely to be easier to pursue within the common frameworks of the EU. Neither does the GFA require the UK’s adherence to particular EU human rights instruments.\textsuperscript{258} The GFA does, however, envisage the adoption of ‘rights supplementary to those in the European Convention on Human Rights, to reflect the particular circumstances of Northern Ireland, drawing as appropriate on international instruments and experience’,\textsuperscript{259} It also requires that Ireland, which at the point of the GFA’s conclusion was behind the UK in the processes of enshrining the ECHR into domestic legislation, would ‘ensure at least an equivalent level of protection of human rights as will pertain in Northern Ireland’.\textsuperscript{260}

While much has changed since the GFA’s conclusion and some assumptions made in its text have not transpired as expected (such as the non-completion of an NI Bill of Rights), the Agreement remains binding under international law (as discussed in Chapter 1).

**Substance of Non-Diminution and Equivalence Guarantees**

By establishing that there can be no diminution of rights following Brexit, the Joint Report implicitly guarantees some form of continuing application of the EU CFR and all legislation giving effect to the non-discrimination provisions in that Charter. This guarantee of the continued application of CFR standards and other EU human rights provisions is essential, as in many areas EU protections go beyond what would otherwise exist. The UK’s HRA 1998 affects the incorporation of much of the ECHR into domestic law and therefore responds to
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a central element of the GFA. However, EU human rights protections take the ECHR only as a baseline of protection. EU protections go beyond the ECHR in the areas of marriage and family rights, education, asylum, data protection, health, social security, environmental rights, and protections from discrimination (as discussed in Chapter 2). Retreat to a human rights framework grounded only in the ECHR would therefore have significant substantive impacts.

The guarantee extends to require adherence not only to the standards of the EU CFR, but to all rights which might be lost due to the UK’s departure from the EU. This would include any EU laws which provide rights to non-discrimination. However, it could also include non-EU human rights which Brexit ‘causes’ individuals to lose. For example, if the UK is a party to human rights treaties via an EU ratification but does not have its own ratification of the treaty. The ‘Convention on the International Recovery of Child Support and Other Forms of Family Maintenance’ is potentially such a treaty.261 Another example of the diminution of international rights relates to environmental rights which could be damaged by the withdrawal from the EU’s broad protections. It has already been claimed that the Aarhus environmental treaty has been breached by the UK’s failure to consult about changes to environmental protections flowing from Brexit.262

The Phase 1 Report is not precise about what the agreed meaning of non-diminution is. There are two major forms it could take;

- **a)** A snapshot on the date of Brexit
- **b)** The ongoing incorporation of additional rights

The snapshot interpretation (a) would freeze the rights available on Brexit day and ensure there is no retreat from the standards as they exist on 29 March 2019. Interpretation (b) would ensure that there will be no diminution of the human rights associated with residing in an EU member state into the future (which would require domestic incorporation of new developments in those rights and to any new human rights instruments developed at the EU). Interpretation a) would allow the UK to protect only those EU human rights laws in force on Brexit day. Interpretation b) would sign the UK up to protecting the totality of human rights protections that the EU develops *in perpetuity*.

A snapshot approach does not fully protect those in the UK from non-diminution. Under this view, there could be no retreat from human rights standards accrued up until Brexit day and therefore no diminution from the absolute standard in place on that day. However, in a relative sense, there would be clear diminution of the rights as any increase in EU rights protections would be enjoyed by those in Ireland and the rest of the EU, while those in the UK would be deprived of those advances. As the European Social Pillar, for example, is a relatively recent and fast-moving development, any advances in its content after Brexit day would be lost to those in the UK.
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Contextually, the ongoing incorporation approach (b) is more appropriate. This part of the Joint Report aims to maintain the close ties between the UK and Ireland and to reduce the significance of the Irish border. An interpretation of the non-diminution phase which freezes rights in NI in time while rights in Ireland continue to develop would clearly not meet that aim. In any case, the continuous integration approach of interpretation b) also makes practical sense for the UK. The Report guarantees to the ‘people of Northern Ireland who are Irish citizens’ that Brexit should ‘be without prejudice to the rights, opportunities and identity that come with European Union citizenship’. This guarantees full, ongoing, and continually accruing EU rights and opportunities to a class of persons within the UK. The UK Government will therefore be under the obligation to provide human rights in line with interpretation b) to some within NI. Affording the same type of rights guarantee (i.e. protection of those human rights linked EU laws as they develop or are created) to all would significantly simplify the future constitutional and administrative framework of the country. Otherwise, human rights protections would vary between Irish citizens in NI (who would have full and continuing accrual of EU rights) and non-Irish people of NI (who would have only those EU rights in force on Brexit day).

The GFA is also relevant to the interpretation of the non-diminution guarantee. The GFA required the levelling-up of Irish and UK human rights provisions so that they respected NI’s specific circumstances, and were equivalent on either side of the border. It would therefore be contrary to the GFA for either the UK or Ireland to remove a human rights protection (what the GFA refers to as ‘rights supplementary’ to the ECHR), or for either country to cease to provide an ‘equivalent level of protection’. The non-diminution guarantee protects rights important in NI’s specific circumstances, and which are acknowledged to have ‘provided a supporting framework [to the GFA] in Northern Ireland and across the island of Ireland’. However, any interpretation of the non-diminution guarantees that provided only such a snapshot would mean that the Joint Report is less exacting than the GFA. The snapshot approach would enable the UK to break with the equivalence requirement without breaching the Withdrawal Agreement terms enunciated to date, but would violate the GFA.

The GFA still imposes international law obligations upon the UK to maintain substantive equivalence with Ireland. To acknowledge this, the UK could choose to go beyond the content of the Withdrawal Agreement (should it require a lower standard) and maintain rights equivalence with Ireland in its domestic law in order to respect the GFA. However, there currently seems little appetite within the UK to ensure rights protection beyond what is forced upon it by the withdrawal terms. Non-diminution implemented in a minimalist, snapshot fashion by the UK would breach the GFA’s equivalence requirements while leaving the Joint Report intact.

**Territorial Extent of Non-Diminution Guarantees**

The non-diminution agreement is placed within the Ireland and NI section of the Phase 1 Report, and is divorced from the earlier discussion of citizens’ rights. It is crucial that this separation of the two in form, should reflect a commitment to honour the non-diminution
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agreement for all within the territory, and not only to those with a certain citizenship status. It would be entirely contrary to the nature of the CFR and the nature of human rights to afford them to only those – for example – with EU citizenship, or only to those who were resident in the territory prior to Brexit day. If it is the intention of the EU and UK that all within the territory will be protected by the guarantee of non-diminution, this is not currently clear from the Phase 1 Report’s wording.

The text of the Phase 1 Report also seems to require no diminution of rights in the UK as a whole, and not merely in NI. The text reads; ‘[t]he United Kingdom commits to ensuring that no diminution of rights is caused by its departure from the European Union’. This suggests that it is the UK’s intention to have Charter and non-discrimination rights maintained for the whole country. However, domestic debates have indicated the opposite. It is notable that the only mention that the CFR receives is in the Ireland and NI section of the Report, and that – absent a commitment to the non-diminution of rights across the whole UK – rights protections in GB will be damaged as a result of Brexit.

Remedies

The UK is likely to cut ties to a range of EU rights enforcement mechanisms following Brexit. This will entail a reduction in individuals’ rights to seek effective remedies by removing their ability to petition or rely on EU institutions. At present, individuals’ rights are monitored by, protected by, or can be enforced via, the Fundamental Rights Agency, the European Parliament petition procedure, the European Ombudsman, the European Data Protection Supervisor, and the European Commission (and CJEU).

There is a strong case that cutting all ties with these bodies would be a diminution of rights, and would breach the GFA’s equivalency requirement if equivalent domestic mechanisms were not immediately instituted. Access to these bodies gives individuals recourse to a wide range of remedies that will be lost upon the UK’s withdrawal from the EU. This is quite clearly a diminution of rights that would immediately bring the conditions of the Joint Report into question. In this sense, the Report is contradictory; facilitating the UK’s withdrawal from EU rights-protecting institutions while calling for the absolute protection of rights.

Compliance with the GFA is somewhat easier for the UK in this area. The GFA does not require Ireland and the UK to have identical mechanisms of rights protection, only equivalent substance. This means that as long as those in the UK enjoy equivalent rights to a remedy as
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Irish residents enjoy from various EU bodies, then equivalence will be maintained. However, this must go beyond the simple presence of institutions which are equivalent in name (e.g. a UK Information Commissioner’s Office in place of the European Data Protection Supervisor), but must also allow for the same types of complaint and remedy. The UK must also ensure that its domestic measures evolve on a continuous basis with EU mechanisms, in order to maintain equivalency with Ireland.274

**Structures to Secure Equivalence and Non-Diminution**

Monitoring of the UK’s adherence to the non-diminution guarantee and to the GFA’s requirement of equivalence will become complex following Brexit. Since the GFA, in addition to being signed up to broadly similar human rights substance, the UK and Ireland have shared a common set of institutions which monitored their performance in similar fashion. Following Brexit, the UK is likely to depart from a number of those institutions. This endangers both the equivalence requirement of the GFA, but also will make individual rights-claiming more difficult and will therefore imperil the non-diminution guarantee.

The GFA requires enforcement of human rights standards in NI through a number of mechanisms. It stipulates the existence of an NI Equality Commission,275 a NI Human Rights Commission276 (and also one for Ireland277) and the existence of a Joint Committee of the two.278 It also requires that courts in the UK are able to nullify legislation of the NI Assembly where it breaches the ECHR or the NI Bill of Rights.279 The UK is required by the GFA to allow individuals to bring claimed breaches of the ECHR before domestic courts, a promise it made good on in the HRA 1998.280 Besides these, the GFA does not require any particular forms of rights enforcement or particular institutions to monitor them. There is also no explicit requirement for equivalent institutions North and South of the border. As such, it would be speculative to ground a claim in the GFA that simply by virtue of Ireland’s membership of EU human rights institutions, the UK must remain in them to maintain human rights equivalence. Put differently, there is no duty of institutional equivalence arising from the GFA. However, as discussed above, in order to maintain the substantive equivalence between the jurisdictions and comply with the GFA the UK must ensure that if it withdraws from EU human rights enforcement mechanisms, these and their remedies are replaced at domestic level.

The situation with the non-diminution guarantee is different, however. In the Phase 1 Report, the UK ‘commits to ensuring that no diminution of rights is caused by its departure from the European Union’.281 In context, ‘no diminution of rights’ can readily be interpreted as referring not only to substantive rights, but also to the procedural guarantees of having access to various EU institutions. Interpreted in this manner, the UK would breach its guarantee as soon as it withdrew from the EU.

Separate to the UK’s non-diminution guarantee, the UK also undertakes to respect all of the rights, opportunities and identity of the people of NI who are Irish citizens (see Chapter 4). It
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would significantly hollow out the agreement if this promise was to exclude procedural rights or rights to petition EU agencies and institutions. To respect the full range of EU rights that Irish citizens’ in NI have, they must genuinely have the same rights and opportunities in NI as they would in an EU member state. This would mean EU institutions continuing to monitor their enjoyment of rights in NI, and the ability to complain to EU agencies and institutions regarding the UK’s treatment of them in NI. Such arrangements are not addressed at all in the Joint Report. The approach taken to citizens’ rights protections involves transferring EU rights into UK domestic law, but such an approach would be clearly inadequate for Irish citizens in NI.

For none of these categories of protection – GFA equivalence, non-diminution, and full EU rights – does the Joint Report afford rights holders the ability to rely upon them directly in court, or make provision for the involvement of EU institutions in their enforcement. This is in direct contrast to the range of protections for citizens’ rights where the rights are locked into UK law, individuals can invoke their rights before UK courts, the European Commission can intervene in cases, UK courts can make references to the CJEU, and there is a UK independent national authority. The rights under the non-diminution guarantee and the promise to Irish citizens in NI currently have no safeguards. Robust monitoring mechanisms and safeguards should be addressed urgently in the separate work stream that is running in Phase 2 to address Ireland-NI issues.282

There are many options to ensure adequate protection, however a number of key principles should be prioritised. First, there is a need for EU involvement in the monitoring and enforcement of these EU rights. This should involve measures at least equivalent to the European Commission’s rights to intervene in UK courts regarding citizens’ rights. Second, the new difficulties that Brexit will cause for the monitoring of GFA equivalency needs to be addressed. While the UK and Ireland have been in similar structures (such as the EU), monitoring has been low-key. With the UK charting its own course, the task of monitoring equivalence will be a very large and continuing challenge. Third, this challenge will require monitoring bodies to be adequately resourced so that in a fast moving and complex legal environment, they can adequately ensure no diminution and the exercise of full EU rights. Finally, established human rights institutions in Ireland and NI have reserves of experience and expertise. The new UK independent national authority and any other new monitoring bodies should be given a mandate which complements that expertise. Civil society organisations on the island, including statutory human rights institutions, should be consulted on how new monitoring bodies should function and how mandates might be separated.

Recommendations

36. The IHREC, NIHRC and Irish Government should seek assurances on the extent of the UK’s non-diminution obligation, and whether it includes the continuing incorporation of EU human rights instruments, in order to safeguard the GFA’s equivalence requirements.

37. The UK and EU should clarify the territorial extent and range of rights holders covered by the Phase 1 Report’s non-diminution of rights agreement.
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38. The UK and EU should clarify the Phase 1 Report’s non-dimination guarantee’s application to remedies and access to EU agencies.

39. The UK and EU should agree that the UK will retain membership or associate membership of EU human rights institutions post Brexit.

40. The UK, EU and Ireland should take steps to support civil society across the island of Ireland, including significant new streams of funding, additional fora for consultation, and additional protections for those individuals engaged in such activism.

41. The IHREC and NIHRC should seek clarity from the UK Government regarding the monitoring arrangements in Northern Ireland which will cover rights beyond citizen/residency rights.

42. The UK and Irish Governments should consult civil society organisations before the creation of new monitoring bodies.

43. The UK, EU and Ireland should clarify how the new ‘Independent National Authority’ will interact with existing human rights bodies established under the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement.
7. The Northern Ireland Assembly and the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement

The continued suspension of the NI Assembly creates its own specific issues with regard to Brexit. Changes to the Assembly’s competences as part of the Brexit process also create a complex constitutional knot which needs to be untangled ahead of Brexit to ensure democratic rights.

The Northern Ireland Assembly

The institutional arrangements established on the basis of the GFA, including the NI Assembly form a core element of NI’s human rights infrastructure. In this context, the NI Act 1998 provides a frame of competences in human rights and EU law. According to the terms of the GFA, the NI Assembly’s competence is bound by human rights considerations. Section 6(2)(c) of the NI Act 1998 denies the Assembly the ability to make laws incompatible with incorporated ECHR rights, a concept which ‘has the same meaning as in the Human Rights Act 1998’. This direct link to the HRA 1998 is accepted by all parties to the GFA. For instance, Annex B of the St Andrews Agreement, on human rights, specifically references the HRA 1998, and thereby exemplifies the degree to which the HRA 1998 has become the baseline underpinning the human rights aspects of the GFA. But whereas the HRA 1998 does not permit the UK’s courts to strike down Acts of the Westminster Parliament which conflict with its incorporated rights, through these provisions the NI Act 1998 provides for hard-edged oversight of the Assembly’s legislation.

Lord Sewel, the minister responsible for piloting the 1998 devolution legislation through the House of Lords, explained that once devolution was operational a constitutional convention would operate to ensure that ‘Westminster would not normally legislate with regard to devolved matters in Scotland without the consent of the Scottish Parliament’. The same convention also covers Wales and NI. If Westminster, legislating without consent in an emergency is the only instance where the convention would not ‘normally’ apply, then when the UK Government proposes legislation which touches on devolved matters, the Sewel Convention requires that such a change be assented to by the Assembly by means of a LCM.

Under the NI Assembly’s standing orders, Westminster legislation which covers a ‘devolution matter’ requires an LCM. This includes any measure which touches upon an area of
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competence transferred to NI’s institutions or which attempts to change the Assembly’s legislative competence. The EU (Withdrawal) Bill alters the Assembly’s competence as it changes the restriction contained within section 6(2)(d) of the NI Act, a provision which denies the Assembly any competence to make law that is incompatible with EU law. Under the EU (Withdrawal) Bill, ‘EU law’ will now only include retained laws (i.e. those translated into domestic law by Westminster). As discussed in Chapter 2, this Bill does not retain the EU CFR, thereby changing the restrictions upon the Assembly’s law-making competences. Assuming that the Assembly is functioning, the Sewel Convention could mean such a change would trigger the need for a LCM.

Passing a LCM could be practically difficult if the Assembly once again becomes operative. The NI Act contains consociationalism provisions to prevent measures passed with the backing of parties representing one community from having a disproportionate impact upon the other community’s interests. Those in the Assembly in favour of a deep continued relationship with the EU (predominantly Nationalist parties) could use NI Act provisions to trigger a Petition of Concern.290 This would require that any LCM authorising reform received cross-community support. By this route the Assembly’s consent could be refused for any reform which was considered by one or other community to be a threat to the GFA’s human rights obligations. However, as respect for the LCM procedure is based on a constitutional convention, while ignoring the blocking of an LCM could be fairly described as unconstitutional, it could not ultimately be legally enforced.291

Of course, this also requires the NI Assembly to be operational. The NI Executive collapsed in January 2017 amid the fallout from the Renewable Heating Initiative scandal and there was a further suspension after the March 2017 Assembly elections. The possibilities for the passage or refusal of an LCM, is reliant on the resumption of the Executive. Absent an Executive, there could be no request to the Assembly to issue a LCM regarding Brexit and changes to the Assembly’s competences.

For as long as the Assembly is inoperative, the UK Government has pledged to keep the main NI parties informed with regard to withdrawal negotiations. However, this consultation has been uneven in practice. Immediately prior to the conclusion of the Phase 1 Report between the UK and the EU, the DUP were virtually put in a position of veto over the UK negotiating position on Ireland/Ni issues. This was a direct result of the confidence and supply agreement between the Conservative Party and the DUP at Westminster. This resulted in just one of the political parties in NI being properly consulted and having an opportunity to affirm or veto fundamental changes to NI’s future trading status and the status of its residents. This was potentially in violation of the GFA and steps should be taken to ensure that all parties are given an equal say in the future of NI through the remaining stages of the negotiations. This will be particularly important whilst the Assembly continues to be inoperative.

**Northern Ireland and a Bill of Rights**

The introduction of a comprehensive Bill of Rights in NI could resolve some – but not all – of the issues raised by Brexit. The UK Government has accepted that unilateral action to
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establish a NI Bill of Rights would challenge the nature of the GFA.\textsuperscript{292} Moreover, successive Secretaries of State for Northern Ireland have insisted that any progress on a NI Bill of Rights requires the Assembly’s consent:

\textit{[A] legislative consent motion must be passed by the assembly in circumstances where the government brings forward any legislation at Westminster such as a Bill of Rights which will have a significant impact on devolved policy. ... The British government is happy to move, but there is no point in moving until we have achieved some sort of consensus which is very much lacking at the moment.}\textsuperscript{293}

Annex B of the St Andrew’s Agreement follows the GFA in regarding the ECHR as a human rights baseline and that in NI ‘ECHR-plus’ arrangements would be placed in an NI Bill of Rights. The St Andrews Agreement can be properly understood as ‘subsequent practice’ by the UK and Irish Governments that legally augments the GFA.

The NIHRC’s draft proposals on a NI Bill of Rights should be reassessed in the context of Brexit to counter the risk of a diminution of human rights provision in NI.\textsuperscript{294} Moreover, the Phase 1 Report specifically states, the UK and EU agree in principle that there is to be no diminution of rights in NI.\textsuperscript{295} As discussed in Chapter 6, if the non-diminution guarantee is taken to require the continuous integration of EU rights and full access to the remedies of EU institutions, then a NI Bill of Rights would not fully ensure the non-diminution requirement is met. Likewise, a NI Bill of Rights would not necessarily ensure equivalence with Irish human rights protections for the purposes of the GFA. Ireland’s protections would still evolve with the EU, while the Bill of Rights would struggle to integrate such changing standards.

**International Law and Modifying the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement**

It would be possible to amend the GFA to reflect the circumstances of the UK’s withdrawal from the EU. Successor treaties, treaty amendments, the use of severability provisions, and certain fundamental changes in circumstance can all provide recognised means of altering the binding character of some or all of a treaty.

Article 59 of the VCLT allows treaties to be suspended or terminated by another treaty, which as a matter of law remains an option available to both Governments.\textsuperscript{296} The VCLT also allows for successive treaties to modify the provisions of an earlier treaty. This is an option which is particularly straightforward with bilateral treaties and a route which the Irish and UK Governments have employed since the establishment of the Free State in 1921.\textsuperscript{297} If there was suspension or termination, the GFA Bilateral Treaty including the Annex would be
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suspended or terminated, but the GFA as a political agreement within NI would stand. Its political position would instead become a UK constitutional issue between the devolved Government and Westminster rather than a question of international law. In the circumstance of a successive treaty (as with the Anglo-Irish Agreement before it), the GFA Bilateral Treaty and Annex could be terminated between the two Governments and replacement terms agreed between the two parties. Nonetheless, it is extremely unlikely that such a change would be attempted without the consent of NI’s political parties.

Besides suspension and termination, the VCLT also allows for the amendment of treaties. In the context of the GFA, it is the Annex that would require amendment rather than the UK-Ireland treaty. While international law allows for amendment, the political viability of such a course of action is doubtful.

The citizenship referendum in Ireland, provides a useful case study. The referendum partly reversed changes to Ireland’s Constitution that had been instituted in response to the GFA.298 To maintain its international obligations, the Irish Government first sought the UK Government’s agreement through an Interpretative Declaration to the effect:

[That this proposed change to the Constitution is not a breach of the ... Agreement or the continuing obligation of good faith in the implementation of the said Agreement.]299

As a guarantor of the GFA, the Irish Government has affirmed its responsibility to safeguard the GFA institutions and principles and to hold the UK Government to account should any violation of the GFA occur.300 The Irish Government should seek a similar Agreement with the UK to encourage the country to continue its good faith obligations in interpreting the GFA and ensure that, as the UK goes through significant constitutional changes of its own, it continues to comply with the Agreement.

**Challenging Unilateral Action by the UK**

While it is possible to pass a subsequent treaty, or to amend or sever the GFA provisions, it is not possible for the UK to do so unilaterally. Any modifications sought by the UK must be done through re-negotiation with the Irish Government and, given the circumstances of the GFA, in tandem with the parties in NI. It would be nearly impossible to reopen the human rights element of the 1998 settlement in isolation from other aspects of the Agreement. If the UK did proceed to act unilaterally, several options would become available to Ireland under international law and the VLCT.301 If the Irish Government considered the UK’s unilateral act to be a ‘material breach’, which would be a valid interpretation of such action by the UK, Ireland would be entitled to terminate or suspend the whole or part of the treaty. This is an unattractive option for Irish ministers seeking to apply pressure upon the UK to maintain its GFA obligations. Alternatively – although the GFA’s Bilateral Treaty includes no dispute
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settlement clause – there are some other options that remain open to Ireland if it believes the UK to be in violation of the Agreement.

First, while it might seem the most intuitive option, taking action before the International Court of Justice, does not appear to be a possibility. Both states, in making their declarations of compulsory jurisdiction (the formal recognition of the Court’s authority), have included qualifications that could be interpreted as excluding the other. The Irish Government has the most evident exclusion, which allows for all disputes to be heard at the International Court of Justice except those that arise between it and the UK with regard to NI. The UK’s declaration is slightly more open in that it states, ‘any dispute with the government of any other country which is or has been a Member of the Commonwealth’. Whether the UK’s exclusion would include Ireland is questionable and is reliant on interpretations of whether Ireland was ever a member of the modern Commonwealth. As such, a case before the ICJ would appear unlikely.

Second, remedies for breach may be available through the law of state responsibility. Though the International Law Commission’s *Articles on State Responsibility for Internationally Wrongful Acts* are not treaty based, they are regarded as binding customary international law. An internationally wrongful act can be an act or omission which is attributable to a state and which constitutes a breach of its international obligation. The internal conditions or domestic law of a country are irrelevant to a determination of a breach, as such, the Brexit referendum would not be a sufficient defence. The Bilateral Treaty imposes international obligations upon the UK, and any internal constitutional changes which breach GFA obligations, would trigger the Law of State Responsibility. Under international law, the injury to Ireland would include both material and moral damage. Such an injury under international law, entitles Ireland to reparations including restitution, compensation and or satisfaction. If a state (the UK) refuses to acknowledge its breach or provide reparations, the injured state can ultimately invoke proportionate ‘countermeasures’. These could include Ireland suspending the application of other agreements including, for instance, the CTA or policing measures.

Although, it is difficult to imagine such a collapse in relations between the UK and Ireland, if the UK did unilaterally abrogate its GFA commitments, international law provides Ireland with some options for recourse.

**Continuation of PEACE and INTERREG Funding**

Both Ireland and NI benefit from several funding streams available through the EU. Currently, the border separates different funding regimes. Under the EU Cohesion Policy (2014-2020) NI is designated as a region in transition, whereas Ireland is in the more developed category.
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such, NI is currently able to access more funding than Ireland. There are also specific programmes which follow from the peace process which are aimed at increasing cross-border co-operation. The Special EU Programmes Body (PEACE IV Programme (2014-2020)) provides funding to manage cross-border EU Structural Funds programmes in NI, the Border Region of Ireland, and parts of Western Scotland. The programme was agreed between the Irish Government and the NI Executive and covers the entire border region. Over the course of the programme €229m will be made available, 85 per cent of which comes from the EU with the remainder from Ireland and NI budgets.

INTERREG IVA provides structural funding for border regions. Ireland and NI fall within several of the designated regions, North West Europe, Northern Periphery and Artic and the Atlantic Area. Under the Programme, Ireland/NI/Scotland is recognised as a region requiring specific funding. This programme is worth €240 million, with €42 million of matching funding from Ireland and the UK.

The Phase 1 Report of the EU and UK agrees to look favourably on the continuation of PEACE and INTERREG funding into the future while agreeing to ensure the continuation of the current funding stream. This puts this issue onto a more positive – if not altogether fully resolved – footing. The financial settlement the UK has reached with the EU also ensures the immediate continuation of this funding. For all the prevailing talk of the financial settlement as the UK’s ‘divorce bill’, this element of the Report illustrates the EU’s willingness to make an ongoing financial commitment to NI.

Both of these funding streams have made significant contributions to the success of the GFA, providing funding for areas that were put at significant disadvantage economically, socially, culturally and politically during the Troubles. The creation of sustainable infrastructure and social, economic and cultural programmes significantly contribute to NI and it should be a priority to ensure the continued funding for these programmes until the disadvantage ends. This may require a larger commitment of funds from both the UK and Ireland to offset any reduction of funds from the EU or alternatively a commitment to contribute to the EU budget on these matters if the EU is to continue to administer these funds.

**Recommendations**

44. The NIHRC and UK Government should undertake a detailed study of how the EU (Withdrawal) Bill will impact on the competences of the Northern Ireland Assembly, specifically under section 6(2)(d) of the Northern Ireland Act. This is especially important while the Assembly remains inoperative.

45. The UK Government, under the scrutiny of Northern Ireland civil society, should ensure that all Northern Ireland political parties are consulted regarding Brexit on an equal basis, with no one party having a veto.

46. The UK and Irish Governments should revisit the NIHRC’s draft proposals on a Northern Ireland Bill of Rights as way of preventing a diminution of rights in the Brexit process.

47. As a guarantor of the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement, the Irish Government should seek an Interpretative Declaration from the UK to ensure the ongoing and good faith implementation of the Agreement.
48. The Irish Government should keep the possibility of international law accountability for any breaches of the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement by the UK under review.

49. The Irish Government should push for the continuation of PEACE and INTERREG funding to continue to assist Northern Ireland border regions in their recovery as part of the peace process.

50. The Irish Government and UK Government should plan to make up any shortfall of PEACE and INTERREG funds resultant from the reduction or non-continuation of those schemes.
8. Conclusion

The Joint Report on Phase 1 of the EU-UK negotiations has resolved a number of serious concerns for UK, Irish, and EU citizens. Its package of citizens’ rights and Ireland-Northern Ireland measures, bring some reassurance and appear to be an earnest attempt to grapple with the difficult issues arising from the UK’s decision to withdraw from the EU. However, the current set of guarantees that have been made by the EU and the UK provide inadequate protection for human rights on the island, and especially in Northern Ireland. This is especially so where the details of the Joint Report are evaluated in the context provided by the GFA, the CTA and cross-border criminal justice.

This Report has made 50 recommendations relevant to human rights protection in Northern Ireland and Ireland. Brexit, it must be emphasised, will have many effects for Ireland (for example, with regard to trade and the border) and for the UK’s future relationship with the EU, which fall outside the scope of this Report. There is nonetheless a significant danger that the difficult issues relating to human rights will not be satisfactorily resolved if the attentions of the UK, Ireland and the EU are dominated by other economic, business and trade issues.

The likely consequences of leaving these issues unresolved will be manifold. Reduced human rights standards and degraded enforcement mechanisms in Northern Ireland risk fostering an increasingly fractured society featuring a staggering array of classes of rights-holder, a less stable political environment, a more prominent border, a more economically fragile situation and greater difficulties in dealing with cross-border crime. In combination, these outcomes would profoundly destabilise UK-Ireland relations.

Resolving the outstanding issues will require a mixture of high level political action, cooperation between governmental bodies, and wide-reaching, streamlined administrative solutions. As Brexit day, 29 March 2019, draws near, all of these actions are relatively urgent, but not all of them are equally so. While the two-year implementation phase set out in the Phase 1 Report will allow some limited breathing room for the UK’s political processes and administrative bodies, many of the recommendations made in this Report require action well before then, and indeed a proportion of them require resolution in advance of Brexit day.

For example, agreeing how the non-diminution guarantee will be monitored, consulting with Civil Society, legislating for any new (cross-border) agencies, the staffing of those bodies with qualified individuals, and their physical accommodation, will have to happen in advance of Brexit day (leaving less than 14 months). Some recommendations are even more urgent. Any Frontier Worker whose short-term contract ends, or who is made involuntarily unemployed from a short-lived job any time until the end of September 2018 is at risk of losing their EU workers’ status. These individuals therefore need urgent advice and support. Still other recommendations relate to processes that ordinarily take many years, but which require severely expedited action to avert substantial problems following Brexit. The negotiation of a suite of cross-border criminal justice measures is one example. Without the European Arrest Warrant, North-South police cooperation will be significantly hampered. Yet, the implementation of replacement arrangements could be a long process; it took around two years to negotiate for Norway and Iceland, and the agreement is still not operational twelve years later.
However, while it is essential that the damage to human rights protections in Northern Ireland are mitigated, it is also clear from the analysis above that even with some of the very rough edges of the current positions addressed, the human rights landscape across the island will still be more fragmented, more contingent on the UK Government’s policies, and ultimately easier for breaches of human rights standards to go unnoticed. As a result, while action will certainly be needed over the coming years to avert reductions in rights protections, significant preparations should also be made to deal with this new fragmented environment. The role of civil society across Ireland and Northern Ireland, centred upon statutory human rights institutions, will change dramatically. In a short space of time, there will be new laws developed, new rights issues to be monitored, new groups to attend to, and new enforcement processes that might provide fresh advocacy opportunities. These new aspects of the civil society role will coincide with the loss of old aids to human rights protection; the UK and Ireland’s membership of similar institutions aiding the monitoring of GFA equivalency, the potential loss in Northern Ireland of the support of EU human rights institutions, and the potential loss in Northern Ireland of EU human rights laws. The scale of these changes will require unprecedented levels of additional support (including new funding streams) for, and receptiveness to, civil society voices across the island if human rights are to be effectively monitored.

It is difficult to outline priorities for action when so many of the issues have the potential for extensive impacts on individuals and communities. However, some themes emerge.

First, the UK must renew its commitment to the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement as binding international law. Such a restatement of the UK’s commitment to the GFA’s terms would provide an important opportunity to address the possible inconsistencies between Brexit positions and the GFA. The 1998 settlement has not been fixed in stone; some of its provisions can be adapted to accommodate a Brexit settlement. But the whole settlement is in jeopardy for as long as the UK Government continues to pay lip service to its GFA commitments whilst setting out to undermine many of those commitments in its vision of Brexit.

Second, the provisions of the Common Travel Area should be solidified. These will be relied upon and will come under new strain on Brexit day. A lack of clarity regarding the CTA or excessive room for the UK and Ireland to make their own informal interpretations of what is required, will be damaging for rights. Consequences for healthcare, social security provision and even freedom of movement are all possible. A new agreement between the UK and Ireland in force by Brexit day will be required, and domestic laws will need to be updated to reflect the loss of the shared EU framework.

Third, the support of Ireland’s EU partners should be sought to advance several human rights issues. The Irish Government is clearly under significant domestic pressure to secure an open border, to protect Ireland’s economic interests and to deepen its relationship with the EU. Integrating human rights considerations alongside these other priorities is nonetheless an essential starting point. In particular, the Irish Government should seek to build support for requiring the UK to retain the EU CFR as a pre-condition for any new EU-UK trade deal.

These three themes are centred on firming up human rights protections around those aspects which are most unshakable and where most consensus exists. In essence, a focus on these themes aims to build post-Brexit human rights protections out of the political good will around the Good Friday Agreement, the Common Travel Area, and human rights as a core component of EU values. However, while reaffirming the structures and principles that will
apply following Brexit is important, it is on the detail of the post-Brexit environment that many rights protections depend. Picking up on these details and resolving them will require governmental, cross-departmental and civil society attention to be applied in a contextualised manner. Moreover, the continued willingness of negotiating parties to appreciate the particular challenges of Brexit for Ireland and Northern Ireland will be essential to a smooth, neighbourly and human rights respecting post-Brexit island of Ireland.